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Abstract  
 
Though the application of inverter is very common now, the researchers have 
constant interests in improving the performance-cost ratio of inverters and shortening 
the developing period of the special inverters. Inverters are densely technical modern 
devices, the research areas are augmented from applied technology to applied basic 
theory and basic theory. At present, the following problems are in focus: how to judge 
the stability trend of numerical solutions of multi-variable high order equations 
intuitively and obtain the optimal solution in the sense of practice; how to establish the 
model and determine the equivalent parameters since parameters’ attributes, space 
distribution and multi-valued nonlinearity, of electromagnetic component are more 
obvious in a state of high frequency switching; how to improve the switching 
environment of power electronic devices in a push-pull topology.  
Sponsored by National Natural Science Foundation of China, the author has 
obtained following achievements based on the self-developed PWM inverter 
experimental platform. (1) Pointing out the leakage inductance of the multi-winding 
electronic transformer is of relativity; presenting the novel idea that there should be 
different methods with respect of the energy flow direction to calculate the leakage 
inductance. This method is superior to regular one as indicated by explicit comparison 
results in determining leakage inductance between two primary windings and leakage 
inductance between primary and secondary windings of push-pull transformer under 
real working condition. (2) Proposing and realizing a low-loss turn-off snubber fit for 
the push-pull voltage source inverter; avoiding the extra loss caused by twice the 
voltage has on the snubber which is unique in push-pull circuit; avoiding the 
dependence discharge circuit has on load and IGBT; extending the advantage of 
push-pull topology in 300VDC /30kVA level inverter. (3) Improving the 4D visual 
technique in MATLAB; proposing and realizing multi-objective optimization scheme 
with constraints based on 4D visual technique; partly solving the problem that the 
ultimate solution differs from initial solutions and algorithms; visualizing the stability of 
optimal solution. All these could serve as a reference to generalized optimization 
problems in science and technology field. 
Chapter 1 of this dissertation is introduction, introducing research background, 
motivation and main content for each chapter. Chapter 2 covers the optimization method 
with detailed description on improving the commercial software to realize 4D 
visualization optimization. The low-pass filter is designed by multi-variable 
optimization with constraints. In Chapter 3, relativity of leakage inductances in 
multi-winding electric transformer is pointed out and the method determining 
equivalent parameters of push-pull transformer under real working condition is 
proposed. Chapter 4 improves the switching environment of power electric devices and 
introduces the snubber for push-pull voltage source inverter. Chapter 6 concentrates on 
the research platform. It introduces the inverter system based on DSP and instantaneous 
voltage compensator. Conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 Forward 
 
This dissertation describes the importance of the design method for high voltage 
and heavy-current circuit to improve the whole capability of inverter, also introduces 
the current situation and prospect and proposes the fundamental schemes. Finally, it 
presents the major research contents. 
1.1  Introduction 
1.1.1  Use of inverter[1-3]
The electrical energy can be easily converted to the other forms of energy, which is 
well and economically realized after changing the frequency and amplitude of 
electrical energy. For example, change the frequency and amplitude of input voltage 
of AC motor to control the electrical transmission system with high performance; 
change the frequency and amplitude of the input voltage of induction heating system 
to adjust the temperature and heating depth of work piece; increase the power 
frequency of such devices as transformer to greatly improve the power density of 
devices. The inverter plays a key or kernel role in the following fields such as AC 
variable-speed system, UPS, solar power, rail carriage and secondary supply for 
aeronautics and astronautics, etc. 
The inverter is widely used in all the fields of the national economy and thus highly 
required for the electrical equipments. 
1.1.2  Classification of inverter[1-3]  
In terms of the AC frequency, the inverters include power-frequency inverter (about 
50/60Hz), medium-frequency inverter (0.4-10kHz) and high-frequency inverter 
(above 20 kHz), of which the power-frequency inverter is studied here. 
In terms of the number of phases, the inverters include single-phase inverter, 
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three-phase inverter and multi-phase inverter, of which the single-phase inverter is 
studied here. 
In terms of the waveform of output voltage and current, the inverters include sine 
wave inverter and non-sine wave inverter, of which the sine wave inverter is studied 
here. 
In terms of the topological architecture of circuit, the inverters include single-end, 
half-bridge, full-bridge and push-pull inverters, of which the full-bridge and push-pull 
inverters are studied here. 
In terms of the power device, the inverters include the SCR, GTR, GTO, MOSFET, 
IGBT, IGCT and hybrid inverters, of which the IGBT inverter is applied here. 
In terms of the operation mode of switch, the inverters include soft switching and 
hard switching inverters, of which the hard switching inverter is studied here and the 
snubber helps to improve the switching condition. 
In terms of the control mode of wave, the inverters include phase control inverter 
and pulse width modulation inverter, of which the latter is studied here. 
In terms of the control mode of duty ratio, the inverters include PWM (Pulse Width 
Modulation), PFM (Pulse Frequency Modulation) and PAM (Pulse Amplitude 
Modulation) inverters, of which the PWM inverter is studied here. 
In terms of the type of input DC source, the inverters include Z-source, voltage 
source and current source inverters, of which the voltage-mode inverter is studied 
here. 
In terms of the electrical insulation between input and output ends, the inverters 
include non-insulation inverter, high-frequency link insulation inverter and 
low-frequency link insulation inverter which are all involved in this dissertation. 
In terms of the level of AC output voltage, the inverters include two-level, 
three-level and multi-level inverters, two of which, that is, the two-level and 
three-level inverters are involved in the dissertation. 
In terms of the hardware components of controller, the inverters include analog 
control inverter and digital control inverter, both involved in the dissertation. 
The feedback segment of inverter control system can include output feedback and 
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state feedback, and the research mainly deals with the current and voltage feedback of 
output feedback. 
In terms of the destination of AC output energy (whether connecting to the electric 
network or not), the inverters include active and passive inverters, of which the latter 
is focused on here. 
In terms of the front-end output voltage of output filter, the inverters include the 
single polar modulation inverter  [vo(Vd ,0) or vo(－Vd ,0)] and double polar 
modulation inverter [vo(Vd ,－Vd)], both involved here. 
In terms of the connecting mode of main circuit, the inverters include cascade, 
parallel and synthesizing circuits composed of power converters. Only the single 
power converter is studied in this dissertation. 
In terms of the flow direction, the inverters include unidirectional power flow mode 
inverter and bidirectional power flow mode inverter, of which the former is mainly 
studied here. 
1.1.3   Status of the inverter in the power electronic technology[1-3] 
Due to the popularity of the general-purpose inverter, now the theoretic research on 
the inverter is gradually going into depth. Moreover, the researchers have constant 
interests in improving the performance-cost ratio of inverters and shortening the 
developing period of the special inverters. Considering the importance and 
complexity of power electronic technology, it is usually classified for study. For 
example, in the IEEE Power Electronics Specialists Conference held in ICC Jeju, 
Korea in June 18-22,2006，PESC06[3], there are more than ten special panels, which 
involve DC/DC, motor drives, EMI-EMC, AC/AC, energy storage, passive 
component, active power filter, power semiconductor devices, PWM converter and so 
on. However, up to 45 papers are directed to the inverter, which are more than 1/7 of 
the total 336 papers presented. The research achievements from the DC/AC 
technology are easily applied to the AC/DC, DC/DC and AC/AC fields since the 
power electronic technology is used to refine the electricity. 
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1.2  Development of inverter technology 
The early inverter consisted of motor-generator and the frequent conversions 
between mechanical and electromagnetic energies make a low efficiency, large noise, 
low power density and poor stability of voltage and frequency. 
  Ref.[1-3] pointed out that ：In the 1960s, the phase-controlled thyristor inverter, 
also called static inverter (corresponding to the rotation unit), takes the analog circuits. 
The control strategy is that the average voltage and current of AC output after 
commutation and filtering are used as the negative feedback, which brings the poor 
dynamical characteristics due to the response of power frequency cycle. The inverter 
has a low switching frequency (only several decades Hz), large volume of filter, low 
power density, complicated whole construction, large output impedance and large 
noise under the poor conversion ability of the half-controlled devices. Unique static 
thyristor inverter works alone. 
Ref.[1-3] and [4] pointed out that ：In the 1970s such full-controlled devices as 
GTO, GTR and power MOSFET are used to largely increase the switching frequency, 
reduce the size of filter and improve the power density of inverter with the help of 
PWM technique from communication field. In addition, the digital control inverter 
based on 8-bit MCU comes into existence. Unfortunately, the full-controlled devices 
are only limited to the low power inverters because of the current, voltage and 
frequency; on the other hand, as a result of the low A/D conversion and calculation 
speed, the switching frequency is only several thousand Hz so that it is difficult to 
improve the whole performance. Aiming at the larger output power, the patent 
technique by P.Hammond that the power converters are cascaded before filtering is on 
behalf of the research on the cascade inverter. 
Ref.[1-3] and [4-6] pointed out that ：The output power, power density, reliability 
and efficiency of inverter have been remarkably improved since the last eighties by 
virtue of the advent of the full-controlled, high-voltage, large-current and 
high-frequency IGBT, general-use of 16-bit MCU and application of such advanced 
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methods as vector control and current-mode control . In addition, the dynamical 
response and output wave are improved as a result of the transient voltage feedback 
control technology within a cycle of power frequency. However, the nonlinear loads 
bring the current shock, high-order harmonic current of input, electromagnetic 
interference and switching losses, which has been thus taken into great consideration. 
In order to improve the reliability of power system economically and effectively, the 
parallel research on the removal and expansion of inverters has been started following 
the filters; moreover, the research on the high-frequency link inverter and 
bidirectional power flow inverter has been at the onset for the sake of high power 
density. 
Ref.[1-3] and [7-14] pointed out that ：From the last nineties, some new devices, 
new techniques, new concepts, new methods come forth to evidently enhance the 
technical standard of inverter, including the IPM（Intelligent Power Module）,DSP
（Digital Signal Processor）, high frequency link, distributed electronic building block, 
soft switching, greening, intelligence, optimization and computer simulation and etc. 
Furthermore, the higher requirements for the inverter in the fields of secondary supply 
for modern aeronautics and astronautics, solar power and wind power, etc. promote 
the research on the inverter. 
1.3  Overview of inverter research 
   In the 21st century, the research on the inverter is focused on the below aspects. 
1.3.1 High Frequency Link[7-17]:      
The low-frequency transformer is replaced by the high-frequency one to achieve 
the voltage adjustment and electrical insulation, which is characteristic by high power 
density, low audio frequency noise, bidirectional power flow and four-quadrant 
operation with ease and has become an important branch of the inverter technology. 
The following researchers have proposed the typical power conversion forms 
subjected to deep research, which include the unidirectional voltage mode DC-HFAC- 
DC- LFAC by S.R.Narayana Prakash, bidirectional voltage mode DC-HFAC-LFAC 
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by I. Yamato et al, current mode DC-HFAC-LFAC by Minchao Huang and Weixun 
Lin as well as the DC converter by J.Jalade et al. The high frequency link inverter has 
been predominant for the secondary supply for aeronautics and astronautics and the 
welder and will be used rapidly and extensively in the other fields. Through 
improvement of the present constructional technology, one such ISP3（Integrated 
Spiral Planar Power Passives） structure showed an improvement in power density to 
14.6W/cm3. Unfortunately the power density of electronic transformer is much lower 
in general. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: how to 
suppress the voltage overshoot of power electronic devices resulting from the leakage 
inductance of push-pull transformer and how to create the reasonable mathematic 
model of electromagnetic components and to calculate the lumped equivalent 
parameters of the model under working condition.  
1.3.2 N+1 redundant parallel connection[18][19]:  
  It is an economical and effective method to achieve the supply with high reliability 
and large capability. Here, N is the number of capability-equivalent inverters 
necessary for the rated output power and 1 is redundant for backup. So whichever 
inverter fails does not influence the load power of 100% output by the other N 
inverters. Compared to the traditional centralized supply system, the distributed one 
has a lower redundant capability and is improved to a large extent in reliability, 
stability, flexibility, economics and maintainability, etc. The parallel of inverters is 
much more complicated than that of transformers, which strictly request the output 
impedance, frequency, and amplitude of electric source cell. Though the parallel of 16 
electric source cells has been realized at present, the circumfluence is still about five 
percent of the rated current. Apparently, from the view of enhancing equipment 
contribution and reducing wastage the circumfluence should be restrained more. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: 
optimization of the output low-pass filter to properly distribute the active power and 
passive power of the inverter groups. 
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1.3.3 Soft switching/ lossless snubber[20-31]:      
Increasing the switching frequency is helpful to miniaturization the size of 
capacitor and inductor but adverse to decrease of the switching loss and 
electromagnetic interference. In essence, the soft switching technique is to misalign 
the current and voltage of the devices during switching so as to lower the switching 
loss and electromagnetic interference outward after proper arrangement of control 
signals, additional snubber and resonant circuit. Few soft switching techniques have 
been put into engineering use after long-term test at present due to the fact that it is 
difficult to design the control soft switching if no component added whereas the 
snubber and resonant circuit are unreliable if some components added. However, the 
soft switching technique is paid much attention to by many researchers, leading the 
way to switching power converter. For the lossless snubber, the additional devices do 
not contain any energy-consumption component such as resistor. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: accurate 
calculation of the lumped equivalent parameters of the main circuit; the sunbber/soft 
switching for the push-pull power converter. 
1.3.4  Green power [32-45]      
Some standards for power environment protection are successively issued by the 
IEC and the states, for example, IEC555-2, IEC1000-3-2 for the low to medium 
power devices and IEEE519, IEC555-4 for the large power devices. Greening is to 
control the harmonic/electromagnetic pollution and the resultant damages. The power 
quality influences the inverter and vice versa the inverter influences the power quality 
and the environment. Owing to the augmentation of the application scope of inverter, 
the diverse cascade compensators are invented because the influence of the abrupt 
change of system voltage on the industrial applications is well concerned, including 
chemical fiber, paper making, steel, semiconductor and computer, etc. However, the 
large capacity of inverter causes the harmonic pollution of power supply, reactive 
current load and ambient electromagnetic interference, which can be controlled from 
two aspects. The PWM commutation and soft switching are used to purify the 
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pollution sources for greening; on the other hand, the parallel active filters can 
compensate for the polluted power. The final aim of greening is that the 
high-frequency harmonic component of the input voltage and current of inverter 
approaches to zero, the power factor approaches to one and the harmonic component 
of the output voltage and the ambient electromagnetic interference approaches to zero. 
The greening technique makes a rapid progress since H.Akagi has offered the 
theoretic support and practical basis for the active var compensator in 1984.  Overall 
efficiency of inverter system is 97% in 2005. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: accurate 
calculation of the lumped equivalent parameters of the main circuit containing the 
injection transformer and optimization of the energy storage components. 
1.3.5  Advanced control strategy[9][36-43]:    
The control system can improve the electrical characteristics of DC/AC power 
converter. Some advanced control strategies are implemented since the DSP can 
timely figure out the output of PWM according to the feedback value. Therefore, the 
harmonics from the dynamical nonlinear loads are quickly compensated resulting in 
rapid dynamical response. To achieve the fast dynamical response and high 
steady-state wave precision of the output voltage of inverter, the advanced control 
strategies, such as predictive control, internal model principle, sliding model, space 
vector control, dead-beat control, fuzzy control and repetitive control, are applied by 
the researchers in accordance with the special conditions and requirements. The 
response speed of the inverter is required to be much faster than that of the motion 
system of motor in consideration of the obvious delay of digital control during fast 
switching. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: how to 
establish the mathematical model of the control objects and how to calculate the 
lumped equivalent parameters under working conditions. 
1.3.6  Optimization design[1][13][17][41] [44-64]      
 On the premise of conforming to the structure and process, the optimization can 
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help to increase the performance-cost ratio of the inverter. Optimization of the main 
circuit, transformer, filter and control system of the inverter is to optimize a certain 
technical or economic index. Optimization is in fact to solve an extreme problem of 
multi-variable nonlinear equations; an optimization usually consists of establishing 
optimization model, selecting design variables, defining objective function, 
summarizing constraints, selecting algorithm, programming and computing; no 
analytic solution is available for the multi-variable high-order equation so the 
computer-based genetic algorithm (GA), Wu method and fuzzy algorithm, namely 
CAOD (Computer Aided Optimization Design) are usually applied instead of the 
useless method by hands and calculator. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: choice of 
the initial solution and the stability verification of the numerical results. 
1.3.7  Computer simulation[11][65-69]:     
Computer simulation can promote the development process of the inverter to a 
large extent. As a research method based on the state space average method, the 
inverter simulation is to build the component/system mathematical model and to 
numerically analyze it on computer under the specific boundary conditions and 
time-history conditions and to finally visualize the results. The inverter simulation is 
virtually to transform the nonlinear and time-dependent switching circuit to linear and 
time-constant continuous circuit in virtue of the average state variable within a period. 
Therefore, the large signal analysis is available for the switching converter and the 
small signal transfer function and the zero-pole placement can be determined, 
resulting in a state space average circuit model. In addition, as the general-purpose 
development tools of inverter in the technical and engineering fields, the commercial 
software such as Pspice and Matlab bring the convenience for the power electronic 
component and system simulations, by which the relevant functional modules are 
connected and added some parameters without programming.  
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: how to 
establish the mathematical model of the control objects and how to calculate the 
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lumped equivalent parameters under working conditions. 
1.3.8  Quantitative design theory of electromagnetic component [24] 
[15-17][44][53][66][67][70-77]:   
Importance: the electromagnetic components, including the transformer and inductor, 
have an evident influence on the technical and economic indices of the inverter;  
Necessity: the electronic components such as semiconductors, capacitors and resistors 
are available almost at any moment but the electromagnetic components have to be 
designed by the researchers themselves because the electromagnetic parameters are 
seriously affected by the types of magnetic materials, structures of iron cores and 
winding modes; 
Difficulty: under the high power PWM mode, the electromagnetic components 
demonstrate more explicit multi-valued nonlinearity, distributed parameters, 
temperature effect, skin effect and proximity effect so that the calculation of the 
lumped equivalent parameters make the researchers in a puzzle. In the past the 
research on it lags behind comparatively, that is, the researchers have to fall back on a 
lot of experimental data to attain the trend of the relevant physical outcome, which is 
at the beginning stage. To be inspired, it is changed remarkably in recent years, for 
example, a special column has established on the IEEE TRANSATION ON POWER 
ELECTRONICS to report the worldwide research achievements involved in the 
micro-machining technology, parameter calculation method and structure design 
method, etc. The experts are revealing the mutual relations between the 
electromagnetic parameters, structure parameters and inverter characteristics step by 
step. Now the low profile planar transformer, thinner than one cm, has been 
successfully invented to provide powerful base for the special inverters. 
The other subjects of the technique to be deeply investigated include: how to 
establish the mathematical model of the electromagnetic components and calculate the 
lumped equivalent parameters under working condition. 
In addition, the high integration and intelligence of the power electronic devices 
and the micro-machining technology of the electromagnetic components are focused 
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by the researchers.  
There are lots of papers issued about the inverter, which consistently show the 
dependency of the application technology on the fundamental theories. The theoretic 
research subjects are also well concerned, including the electrical field-circuit theory 
for the mathematical expression of repetitive instantaneous process and verification of 
distributed parameters, and the nonlinear circuit theory for the power electronic 
switching circuit and the stability of the global optimized solution during optimization 
design.  
The inverter is making way for multi—function, high efficiency, high density, free 
maintenance, non-pollution and intelligence. 
1.4  Necessity 
●Most mathematic models in engineering optimization are nonlinear higher-power 
transcend-dental equations and of no analytical solutions. Results obtained by 
conventional iteration optimization strongly rely on the algorithm, as well as on the 
initial solutions. Stability of optimum solutions is important. 
●Filter has great influence on the power density, output waveform  and all-round 
performance of  inverter.  
●The properties of electronic transformer have great influence on increasing power 
density, improving output waveform, and raising efficiency and the price ratio of 
performances. But, researchers have long been puzzled by the mathematic models 
of electronic transformers and by the parameter estimate. 
●IGBT brings more application choices to push-pull topology VSI. It is evident that 
switching condition plays a very important role in the development of push-pull 
topology VSI. 
●UPS applications where high performance voltage contral is needed. 
1.5  Contributions 
The first innovation point of the dissertation: based on the 4D visualization 
technology, it proposes the multi-objective optimized design method with constraints ; 
solves the setting of the initial solution and the stability identification of the 
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solution[52][62]. 
The second innovation point of the dissertation: points out the leakage inductance 
of the multi-winding electronic transformer is of relativity; gives the definition of the 
effective leakage inductance; presents the novel idea that there should be different 
methods with respect of the energy flow direction to calculate the leakage inductance 
[78-81] . 
The third innovation point of the dissertation: proposes and realizes a energy 
feedback turn-off snubber fit for the push-pull voltage source inverter[82]. 
1.6  Organization 
Chapter 1, introduction, introduces the function, use of the inverter and its status in 
the power electronic technology and determines the technical scope involved in this 
dissertation on the basis of the detailed classification of the inverter; describes the 
significance of this research based on the new technology of the inverter. 
Chapter 2, research on the optimization methods, presents the optimization methods 
based on the visualization technology taking the design process of the low pass filter 
for the voltage source PWM inverter as example. At first it describes in detail how to 
improve the 4D visualization technology of MATLAB to apply the 4D images to 
optimization design. Then it puts forward a problem that it is difficult for the 
traditional methods to fix the initial solution and to guarantee the solution stability in 
the process of the multi-objective optimization with constraints. Next it explains 
separately and with detail how to design the T-type filters on the 3D and 4D 
visualization technology on the 4D visualization technology. Finally it analyzes the 
solution stability of the three-variable high-order nonlinear equation using the 4D 
visualization technology followed by the mathematical proof. 
 With the impact of dead-time and flywheel diodes on output voltage in a inverter 
system considered，Fourier transform was used to analyze the output voltage of a 
single-phase frequency-doubled three-level inverter bridge,  whose harmonic was 
described quantitatively. Then, the spectrum formulas and diagrams from 0 to 60kHz 
of the voltage were derived. Both the simulation and experimental results validate the 
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results. It provides academic and practical supports for designing low-pass filters used 
in inverters and anti-EMI equipments. 
Chapter 3,  research on the determination methods of lumped equivalent 
parameters for the push-pull transformer. It analyzes in detail the leakage flux of the 
multi-winding electronic transformer. On the basis of that, it points out the leakage 
flux and the relevant leakage inductance of the multi-winding electronic transformer 
are of relativity; presents the novel idea that there should be different methods with 
respect of the energy flow direction to calculate the leakage inductance, gives the new 
concept of the effective leakage inductance and the relevant definition and expression; 
introduces respectively the determination methods of the leakage inductance between 
primary and secondary windings and the leakage inductance between two primary 
windings; highlights more explicit multi-valued nonlinearity, distributed parameters, 
proximity effect and skin effect in a state of high frequency switching; proposes and 
introduces how to measure the usual lumped equivalent parameters of the 
electromagnetic components under working condition. 
Chapter 4,  research on the special snubber. It analyzes the features of the 
push-pull voltage source PWM inverter and thus points out the necessity that the extra 
loss of the double-voltage of the primary winding be avoided in the snubber; 
establishes the special discharge circuit for the supply to avoid the dependency on the 
loads if resetting the energy-storage capacitors; introduces the push-pull voltage 
source snubber about the principle, design parameters and experimental results; 
finally presents the quasi-passive lossless turn-off snubber for the push-pull voltage 
source PWM inverter. 
Chapter 5 involves the research platform, which describes the DSP-based inverter 
in detail from the architecture to the control system. 
Chapter 6 involves the research platform, which describes the development of the 
instantaneous voltage drop compensator. 
Chapter 7 includes the conclusions and the future considerations. 
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Chapter 2 
 
The Design Method Based on Data 
Visualization Technique to Optimize the 
Performance of Filter Used in Inverter 
 
2.0  A single-phase inverter system  
Bridge topology is the most common use one in inverter, as shown in Fig.2.0. 
Low pass filter is used to filter the high frequency components in PWM output of 
DC/AC converter. Thus, the nearly sine waveform could be obtained on the load. As a 
power device, the filter’s parameter design plays an important part in the filter effect, 
current burden of the device, internal impedances of the inverter and the whole power 
density. The filter, together with the load, composes the control object. Their 
parameters have direct impact on the control system design. There are LC low-pass 
filter and LCL low-pass filter, the latter is the author’s research scope here. 
 
 
Fig.2-0.  A single-phase inverter system 
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2.1  Introduction 
The majority of models in engineering optimization are nonlinear high order, 
transcendental equations with no analytical solutions. Results obtained by 
conventional iteration optimization strongly relies on the algorithm, as well as on the 
initial solutions. It often leads to a local optimization, instead of the global  
optimization [1-6]. For example, the optimum design of T-filter in snubber is such a 
typical problem: boundary-constrained, non convex, high nonlinearity and 
multi-extreme points[7-9]. 
 Many progresses in global optimization algorithm have been achieved, but more 
efforts are necessary. To obtain a larger optimization scope, genetic algorithm is 
introduced in Ref.[4][10] . In Ref.[11], all solutions of nonlinear transcendental 
equations are available by WU-method. But it will be more practical in visual data 
processing if the “discrete point” solutions are extended into its neighborhoods. In 
Ref.[12], only a single parameter is directly available because the design is carried 
out by multi-objective function intersecting in 2-D coordinate system. A number of 
2-D charts are employed jointly in Ref.[13][14] to speed up the design progressively. 
In Ref.[8] , a series of 2-D graphs are used to show the changing tendency, which is 
not convenient compared to 3-D . In Ref.[4] , hybrid speed-up genetic algorithm is 
adopted , but with the lose of the result’s stable region.  
  Special-designed functions 
software for visual design are 
already available in some 
software tool package , such as 
Matlab[15][16]. But the  colorful 
graphs are in an implicit way, 
or the colors can only be clearly 
seen in specified angles, as 
shown in Fig.2-1. On one hand, 
it is difficult to observe the 
 
 Fig.2-1. The implicit slices 
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color variations with a few slices. On the other hand, more slices will decreasing the 
number of available viewing angles.  
A 4-D visual multi-objective optimization method is developed by the author. An 
optimization design example is carried out by the method to enhance the stable region 
power factor of the unsymmetrical  passive T- filter used in DC-AC voltage source 
inverter. Explicit colorful isographs are used for the different power factor[8], with 
objective functions and corresponding constraints shown by the intersections. Finally, 
the target function and optimum solution are quantitatively obtained. Design rules in 
the 4-D visual method, together with experimental results for quantitative comparison, 
are also presented in detail. 
Filter has great influence on the power density, output waveform  and all-round 
performance of the inverter[7][8][17].  Widely used LC filter has several disadvantages: 
load pulsating current is large and stop-band attenuation adjacent to passing band is 
not enough. Though non-symmetry LCL filter has better performance, the design is 
complicate[8]. Ref. [18-19] have gained satisfactory results using T-network filter in 
an inverter, but the theory on the filter is not covered. Though theoretical analysis on 
attenuation rate of current harmonics is given in Ref.[20], the design method is not 
studied. Optimization is used in order to improve the performance of the whole device, 
however, majority models in engineering design are nonlinear high order 
transcendental equations without analytic solutions, and the iterated result differs with 
the chosen algorithm and initial solution. Usually, the optimization result is local 
rather than global. Though recently, much efforts have been done in gaining the 
global solution, applying it to engineering optimization problems is still a far way to 
go[3][7]. 2-D visualization method mentioned in Ref.[12] is not suitable for three 
parameters design in LCL filter. Though 3-D visualization method is offered in 
Ref.[8][13][21-24], 4-D visualization method is more convenient in multi-objective 
optimization problems with constraints. Ref.[15-16] pointed out that visualization 
technique can be used in solving mathematical problems and colors which implicate 
quantitative information cannot be seen unless a slice is added manually in typical 
commercial software, but 4-D technique is hardly mentioned. The novel idea that 
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sensitivity of objective to independent variables plays an important part in deciding 
the optimization solution is proposed in Ref.[24], but only single objective, power 
factor of system, is focused without other objectives. Based on the former studies[8][24], 
the author integrally considered adaptability to nonlinear loads, low-pass performance 
and power factor of the system to design a non-symmetry T network filter used in 
PWM inverter, which has gained better performance. 
  Ref.[26] point out that the dead zone effect could cause the loss of voltage 
fundamental wave, increase of low frequency harmonic components and distortion of 
output voltage. However, neither qualitative nor quantitative analysis on harmonic 
components is presented. Ref.[12][24] improve the design method. Ref.[6] decreases 
the filter size, but the output harmonics frequency is not considered in the design. 
Ref.[*] involves the harmonics analysis on output PWM wave of single phase single 
bridge inverter bridge. Full-bridge form is out of focus. Ref.[28] presents the 
compensation method without mathematical description of its effect.  
2.2  Unsymmetrical Passive T-Filter 
2.2.1  Unsymmetrical passive T-filter 
Fig.2-2 shows the topology of the 
T-Filter to be considered in the 
optimization example. 
It is evident that the higher the 
power factor cosφ of the circuit in 
Fig.2-2 is, the higher the power 
density of the DC-AC inverter is. 
Corresponding problems are:  
 L1 L2Ii Io 
Ei C R1 
R 
L 
Eo
 
Fig.2-2  The Unsymmetry T-network filter  
(1) cosφ strongly relies on the fluctuation of load power factor cosθ.   
(2) Input voltage  Ei from the inverter bridge is a PWM wave, and is of very rich 
high frequency components. But the power factor cosφ corresponding to fundamental 
ω1 dominates the power density of the inverter.  
  The following equations are transfer function with pure resistive load, transfer 
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function with resistive and inductive load and output impedance to fundamental wave 
ω1 correspondingly. 
A. The pure resistance load 
Eq.(2-1) is Transfer function G(s): 
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Eq.(2-2) is output impedance to fundamental wave ω１ correspondingly. 
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The whole resistance on the condition of basic wave ω１ as well as the power 
factor of system is as follow, 
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B. The resistance-inductance load 
G(s)、Z(ω1) and cosφ2 are respectively, 
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2.2.2  Design conditions 
Parameters of the T-Filter are as follow: 6 kVA, 320VDC input, 220VAC output at 
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power frequency, 10kHz switching frequency, cutoff frequency  ωC0 = 3000 ~ 4000 
rad./sec. The load specifications are: cosθ (0.8, 1), |ZL| = 8Ω, R1 = 8Ω, R = R2 = 6.4Ω, 
L = 15.3 mH, respectively. 
Hereinafter, taking the resistance-inductance load of  0.8 ≤cosθ ≤1 for example 
to state the design. The resistance-capacitance load is similar to the resistance- 
inductance load. 
2.2.3   Conventional optimization 
The first step in conventional optimization is to determine the objective functions. 
Power factors of pure resistive load and resistive-inductive load in Fig.2-2 are the 
objective functions in the optimization example, as shown in Eq.(2-3) and (2-6) 
respectively.  
Based on conventional visual data processing[15][16], the intersection of Eq. (2-3) 
and (2-6) is shown by the slices in Fig.2-3. One can see that the distribution of 
objective function is not so clear. To be convenient in modeling, let f1(L1,L2,C) stands 
for the full-loaded Eq.(2-3) (power factor cosθ=1.0), f2(L1,L2,C) the full-loaded 
Eq.(2-6) (power factor cosθ =0.8), finally let f3 = f1 ∩ f2. Then there is Eq. (2-7) for 
optimization,  
min 1－f3 (L1,L2,C)                              (2-7) 
s.t.  L1> 0 , L2 > 0 , C > 0 
The last step is the selection of initial conditions algorithm which are of great 
importance to the optimization. 
2.3  3-D Visual Optimization method 
The difficulty in obtaining practical analytic solution for high order polynomial 
equations when designing the Non-symmetry T-network filter of PWM inverter leads 
to the 3D visual technique proposed in the section. On the premise that the attenuation 
characteristic of the low-pass filter is guaranteed, the curved surfaces presenting the 
power factor of the system under different load conditions are drawn first, then, under 
the considerations of the current allowance and voltage allowance and etc of power 
electronic devices, available range for the parameters is reduced－from 3D surface to 
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3D curve, and from 3D curve to 2D curve. The structure of the filter is optimized at 
last. Experiments have testified the validity and use value of this method. 
2.3.1  Parameter design of filter 
A.  Selecting parameter in order to increasing the power factor  cosφ 
Each ingredient need to be considered in designing the Non-symmetry T-network 
Filter so as to select the value of C, L1 and L . Adopting the visual technology can 
improve efficiency remarkably 
2
[20], but it is difficult to see the change tedency of 
f(C ,L1,L2)[15][16] . In this chapter , the method is as follow. 
1)Using space curved surface to denote the cosφ on the condition of two kinds of load 
Consider two kinds of extreme condition,  cosθ = 1 and cosθ = 0.8.  Taking the 
value of R1, R and L mentioned 
aboved into the Eq.(2-3) and 
Eq.(2-6), cosφ can be obtained 
on the condition of the pure 
resistance load and the 
resistance- inductance load 
respectively. Using  MATLAB 
to visualize the data, with the 
help of colorfulness and 
rotation function, the 
relationship among cosφ, L1 and 
L  can be shown clearly. An 
example is as Fig.2-3 and 
Fig.2-4. Two curved surface 
intersect to form two curves, 
and on the point of the 
intersection of two curves, the 
system power factor reaches 
2
Fig.2-3   Law of system power factor to inductance 
Fig.2-4 Law of system power factor to inductance(part) 
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highest. In Fig. 2-3, firstly by means of slicing to enclose the neighborhood region of 
highest value of system power factor (take L1 = 1.9 mH，L2 = 60 mH for the boundary), 
then magnifying this region as Fig.2-4. In Fig. 2-4, (1),(2) are intersecting curves of 
two curved surface. In order to discern the value of L1 and L2 when the power factor is 
the biggest, the highest point of cosφ is been sliced 
2)  Projection and enlarging selection region 
Merely pursuing the highest 
cosφ will restrict the upcoming 
design, so keeping the cosφ 
within a larger bound can offer 
the designer a wider choice. In 
this study, the cross-curve of 
two curved-surfaces when 
cosφ>0.9 in Fig.2-4 is vertically 
projected to the L1-L2 plane 
( Fig. 2-5). 
        
  
 
Fig.2-5  The relationship between L1 and L2， 
when cosφ>0.9 From Fig. 2-5,  
(1) when  L1,L2 satisfy the 4 points in the corner A,B,C,D, then cosφ＝0.9. 
(2) when L1,L2 satisfy the cross-point of two curves, cosφ approaches 1.  
(3) the nearer the cross-point O, the bigger the cosφ is. 
From Fig. 2-4 one can observe that the decline tendency of  curve 1 is steep  
and the decline tedency of curve 2 is relatively gentle, so curse 2 is selected to 
determine  L1 and L2 . 
When the load is resistance-capacitance load, C1,R2 are replaced into the 
corresponding power factor equations of system, so the relationship among cosφ,  
inductance L1 and L2 can be gained on the condition of pure resistance load and 
resistance-capacitance load. 
B.  Taking into account the current burden of power device 
If load impedance |ZL| is known, inductance L1 can be gained from capacitance C. 
In order to calculate other parameters conveniently, on the condition of fundamental  
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wave, let, 
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Because the working 
condition of cosθ =0.8 is more 
execrable than cosθ =1, when 
selecting K1，K2, according to 
cosθ = 0.8. Taking the absolute 
value of Eq. (2-8), when cosθ＝
0.8, the relationship among 
|IL/II| , K1 and K2 can be gained, 
as shown in Fig. 2-6. 
 The partial differential Eq. 
(2-8) to K2 can be gained 
 
 
Fig.2-6  Law of |IL/II| to K1  
when K2 has a specific value  
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  Because K1＞0，Eq. (2-9) is also greater than zero, |IL/II| is a increasing function of 
K2. The selection of |IL/II| is related with parameters of power device of 
inverter-bridge. In this study the rated current of IGBT is 50A, the rated current of 
resistance-inductance load (cosθ=0.8) is approximately 28A. The power device has 
certain current margin, therefore, should select |IL/II|＞1. Fig.2-6 shows, when cosθ= 
0.8 and K1 ＞0.8, the curve cluster of K2 ＜0.04 satisfies |IL/II|＜1.3. According to 
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these, the bounds of K1,K2 is restricted respectively as 
K1≥0.8，K2≤0.04                          (2-10) 
C.  Taking into account the voltage drop of filter 
On the condition of fundamental wave, Eq. (2-1) is also changed as folloving 
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Taking the absolute value of 
Eq.(2-11), the relationship among 
|EL/EI| , K1 , K2 is shown in 
Fig.2-7. According to Fig.2-5  
L1<1mH. K1= － XC/|ZL|,  C = 
1/(ωC2L1) , then K1<3.58. 
Magnifying the |EL/EI|-axis of 
Fig.2-7, one can observe that the 
curve cluster of 0.8<K1<3.58  is 
within K2 ≤ 0.02 correspondingly, 
the value of |EL/EI| is always kept 
about 0.98. 
  
       Fig.2-7  Relationship between K2 to|EL/EI|, 
when K1 has a specific value 
Shrinking the valuing bound of K1
0.8<K1<3.58, K2≤0.02                         (2-12) 
K2 = 0.02 is corresponding to the condition when inductance L2 equals  0.5mH and  
the impedance under fundamental current wave is 0.157Ω. If L2 is decreased too much, 
filtering effect will be reduced. So in this chapter ,  K2 = 0.02. In order to keep the 
power factor of system high, take the value on curve 2 in Fig. 2-5.  Magnifying part 
of Fig.2-5 as Fig. 2-8.  From curve 2 , L1 = 0.96 mH, correspondingly K1＝3.44. It is 
obvious that K1, K2 are within the bound of Eq. (2-12). Here, C =115.7μF. 
2.3.2  Optimizing the bulk of inductance 
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Fig.2-8  Law of L1 to L2 (part) 
A. Wire Selection 
 Here j is the current density, 
so the diameter of copper wire 
is, 
)(128.1 mmj
I=Φ    (2-13) 
Taking the pure resistance 
load for example,  the load 
current passing L2 is IL ,the 
value of IL is about 27.5A. 
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Thus II ≈ IL . 
The following two aspects should be taken into account during wire selection. 
(1) Because this filter is used in PWM inverter, II passing through inductance L1 has 
a lot of high frequency component, if the wire section area of two inductance are 
the same, the heating effect in inductance L1 is more serious than L2. 
(2) When high-frequency current passes through the wire, the adherence-skin effect 
should be taken into consideration. 
Thos, selecting wire diameter of L 1 , Φ1 = 2.5 mm ; wire-diameter of L2 : Φ2 = 2.2 
mm. 
B.  Inductor Calculation 
   We know that,  the configuration of air-core inductor is shown in firure 2-9, the 
inductance is , 
               (H
D
dD
lD
DNL 25.2
85.3
4.6 220 −×+=
μ )                 (2-14) 
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 N : number of the turns of the winnding 
      
D: outexternal-diameter of induntance(m) 
S : innernal-diameter of inductance(m) 
l :  height of  inductance(m) 
 
 μ0 = 4π 10－7H/m (Permeability of air) Fig.2-9  Cross section of air-core inductor 
 d :  thickness of the inductor(m) 
 The volume of inductor is 
                          V = 0.25πlD2                  (2-15) 
B.  Inductor Volume Optimization 
Capacitor is a fixed product, the relationship of capacity and volume has certain 
law to follow, so filter volume  optimization can be changed into inductor volume 
optimization . Layer, number of windings and internal-diameter can be considered as 
variables, in the design other variables such as external-diameter, thickness and so on 
can be gained from these variables. 
In order to minimize Eq. (2-15) with constrain Eq. (2-14), an auxiliary function can 
be constructed as following 
F = 0.25πl D2+λ·f                          (2-16) 
Here  f = 6.4 μ0 N 2D(D－2.25d)－L(3.5D + 8l ) 
Assuming that average number of windings is n, number of layers is m. According 
to Fig.2-9 we have 
Height of inductor:                 l ≈ nΦ                           (2-17) 
Thickness of inductor:              d ≈ mΦ                          (2-18) 
Total number of windings:           N ≈ nm                          (2-19) 
  Taking Eq. (2-17) ~ (2-19) into Eq. (2-16), we obtain, 
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  From Eq.(2-20) , F is a function of four variables, namely, n, m, S and λ. According 
to Lagrange multiplier method, there will be four partial differential equations which 
are shown in Eq.(2-21). 
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This equation group is a non-linear equation group, and the solution is difficult to 
derive. The numeric results are obtained by means of software.  
  The parameters of inductance L1 are as follow 
n1＝33，m1＝4.9，S1＝0.04 (m)，λ1＝- 0.4756；                                        
The parameters of inductance L2 is as follow 
n2＝28，m2＝5，S2＝0.039 (m)，λ2＝- 0.4368 . 
  Taking parameters which have been obtained into Eq. (2-15),  the optimized 
volumes are as following. 
V1=269.5 cm3,     V2=180 cm3
2.3.3   Experiment as well as design effect 
A.  Attenuation characteristic 
Taking L1=0.96 mH, L2 =0.5mH and C =115.7μF into the Eq.(2-1), we get, 
( )
11083.11011.1107
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427312 +×+×+×= −−− ssssG  
The frequency characteristic is 
shown in Fig. 2-10, fundamen- 
tal wave can pass without any 
attenuation. Within the region 
of ω>3000 rad/s the attenuation 
is about －60dB/ dec[8]. The 
attenuation of Г-network filter 
on the corner angle-frequency 
is －40dB/dec [8], it is obvious 
 
 Fig.2-10  Bode plot of Non-symmetry T-network Filter 
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that non-symmetry T-network filter attenuates faster than Г-network filter. Experiment 
has shown that peak-peak value of output glitch current is less than 1.3A, 
corresponding peak-peak value of Ref.[8] is 2A (see Fig.2-11 and Fig.2-12). 
          
Fig.2-11 The current waveform of               Fig.2-12 he current waveform of 
     T- Filter (part)                              Г- Filter (part) 
 
The photograph of the filter is  
shown Fig. 2-13. 
B.  Voltage drop of filter  
The input voltage EI of filter in 
Fig.2-2 is a three-level PWM wave, 
output voltage EL is a sine wave, the 
voltage-drop of the filter is the 
difference. It is difficult to calculate the 
effective value of this difference. This study adopts the following steps. 
 
Fig.2-13  The photograph of filter 
(1) Under the state of open-loop, calculate the direct-current voltage Ed and 
modulation-ratio α. 
(2) Use Г-network filter to replace T-network filter. Let L= L1, capacitance C0 = 1μF. 
Load circuit open. 
(3) Keeping direct-current voltage Ed and modulation-ratio α in step(1) unchanged , 
calculate the voltage VC of capacitor C in the filter. 
(4) The voltage drop of filter is ,ΔV = VC ―EL =EI ―EL . 
Because of the fact that C >> C0  and the no-load working condition, the voltage 
drop of inductance L can be neglected compared with T-topology filter’s full-load 
working condition. Using the method mentioned above, |EL/EI| and the effective  
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Tab.2-1  EL/EI & voltage drop of filter  values of the voltage drop are 
listed in Tab.2-1 under 25% ~ 
110% rated power condition. 
when different output power 
 
  Tab.2-1 indicates that when 
the voltage-drop of filter is low, 
corresponding EL/EI is almost same  
with Fig.2-7.  Design requirements can be met. 
C.  The current burden of power device 
Taking the load power factor cosθ = 0.8, output power from 1.5～6.6kVA for 
example, the output current II of power device, load current IL, filter capacitor IC as 
well as the change of |IL/II| are 
shown in Tab.2-2. All current 
are effective value in Tab.2-2. 
Tab.2-2 Currents and current proportion  
when different output power 
 
Tab.2-2 indicates that, when 
in full-load and 110% load 
condition, II < IL holds, which 
is also almost the same with 
Fig.2-6. Design requirements 
have been met. Tab.2-3  System power factor when  
load-PF or power changes 
 
D.  Power factor of system 
  When load has been changed, 
the change of  system power 
factor cosθ  is shown in Tab.2-3，
too. 
2.3.4  Notes 
(1) On the condition of ensuring higher of power factor, adopting three-dimension 
data visual technology, making obtained variable to project the plane, which 
can restrict the selection region of parameters. 
(2) According to the voltage margin and current margin of used power appliance as 
well as the attenuation characteristic of low-pass filter, we can gradually shrink 
the value bound and find suitable inductance and capacitance. 
(3) Optimization method can decrease inductor volume. 
(4) Optimization on inductor could be realized by visualization. 
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2.4  4-D Visual Optimization  
2.4.1   4-D visual optimization 
To meet the problems in multi-target optimization such as limited searching scope, 
complicated computation. A 4-D visual method is developed. Color is introduced 
explicitly into conventional 3-D coordinate system to show the 4th dimension. Three 
conventional coordinates stand for the variables, with colored points for the values of 
target function. The colored slices are at first made into transparent. Lines of the same 
color are then integrated into isographs to show the 4-D visual effects. Constrained 
optimization is conducted based on the intersections. The 4-D visual method works 
well in the environment of applied software tool kits. An optimum design example is 
presented to show the method in detail. Isographs of target function distribution can 
be seen directly in the enlarged optimization scope. As a result, stability of the 
optimum solution is significantly improved. It points out that sensitivities of target 
function to the variables, as well as to the constraints, play an important role in the 
optimization. Mathematic description for the multi-valued solution in optimizing 
model of non-convex function with high non-linearity, detailed design rules, together 
with experimental results for quantitative comparison, are also presented. 
Aimed at improving the filter’s adaptability to nonlinear loads and increasing 
whole device power density, this chapter proposes 4-dimension visual technique used 
as the optimization method in designing non-symmetry T-network filter. The 
optimization objectives are to reduce output impedance and increase power factor 
which are incarnated in the overlapped region of 4-D graphs. Cutoff frequency, such 
constraint conditions, are set with device’s current allowance and voltage stress 
considered. Visualization of 4-D graphs, root locus with two variables and Bode 
graphs help grasp the change tendency of two objectives easily and get the 
comprehensive information to determine the optimum solution.  Experiment 
outcomes and relative data supports that low-pass filter designed by such method can 
reach the optimization objectives under various constraints. This method could be 
applied to analogous engineering optimization problems. 
A. The 4-D visual method 
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1) Make the colored 3-D graph 
slices transparent; 
2) Surfaces are obtained based 
on sufficient curves, as shown 
in Fig.2-14; 
3) Space  are formed by 
sufficient surfaces，as shown in 
Fig.2-15;  
4) To highlight the space that 
very close to the optimum 
values cosφ(0.9, 1), make 
other space uncolored. As a 
result, color graph for 
intersections of f1 and f2 is 
obtained and shown in Fig.2-16. 
A program is developed for the 
operations mentioned above. 
Corresponding flow chart is 
shown in this section E dot 
 
 
Fig.2-14  Surfaces based on curves 
 
Fig.2-12  Intersections based on surfaces 
 
It is necessary to point out 
that in Fig 2-2. 
1) Space for cosφ < 0.9 have 
been uncolored and not seen in 
the graph;  
2) Variations of the objective  
function can be seen by 
rotating the graph arbitrarily; 
3) Zoom is used to get the 
detailed tiny fluctuations of 
specified space. 
B. Distribution of optimum 
solutions 
Optimization is aimed to 
 
   
Fig.2-16 Intersections of f1f2
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find the global optimum solution, but solutions obtained by conventional optimum 
methods are often based on local stable points[2][3].  For example, in Fig.2-17, the 
isograph of f3 = 0.9 is not convex.  It means that there can be more than one stable 
point, or more than one optimum solution.  In the 4-D visual method,  following 
steps are introduced to find the distribution of optimum solutions. 
1)  f3 = f1∩f2 is shown in Fig. 
2-17, which is within our 
concern. 
2) Let the objective  
function value within cosφ  
(0.999,1), distribution of 
corresponding stable points 
and optimum solutions is 
shown in Fig.2-18. 
It is convenient for the 
engineers to be able to pick 
up the engineering applicable 
solutions from the 
mathematical optimization 
results. 
 
 
Fig.2-17.  Intersections of f1∩f2
C. Analysis on optimum 
solutions 
1) Stability of optimum 
solutions       Stabilities of 
the optimum solutions are 
clearly seen in Fig.2-17. The 
solutions with large 
 values are unstable. For instance, in Fig.2-14, the solution at 
point U (C
CfLfLf ∂∂∂∂∂∂ /,/,/ 32313
 =1600μF, L1 =7.0 mH, L2 =50mH) is very sensitive to L1, the solution at  
 
 
Fig.2-18.  Distribution of optimum solutions 
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point V(C = 100μF, L1 =100mH, L2=90mH) is very sensitive to L2, the solution at 
point W (C =1100μF, L1=10mH, L2=100mH) is very sensitive to C, respectively. Tab. 
2-4, 2-5 and 2-6 show the computation results. 
Tab. 2-4  Sensitivity Computation of cosφ to L1
Above tables indicate that in some cases, cosφ changes sharply from 1.0 to 0.14, 
while a variable only changes 10%. It makes the IGBT load current increase rapidly 
cosθ =0.8 
Rated apparent power 
cosθ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
L1/ 
mH 110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
6.5 0.40 0.43 0.50 0.57 0.61 0.71 
7.0 0.99 0.97 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99 
7.5 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.65 0.64 0.61 
8.0 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.38 0.38 0.38 
 
Tab. 2-5  Sensitivity Computation of cosφ to L2
cosθ = 0.8 
Rated apparent power 
cosθ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
L2/ 
mH 
110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
70 0.73 0.79 0.91 0.60 0.64 0.72 
80 0.93 0.96 1.00 0.74 0.77 0.83 
90 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.90 0.92 0.94 
100 0.83 0.83 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 
 
Tab. 2-6  Sensitivity Computation of cosφ to C 
cosθ = 0.8 
Rated apparent power 
cosθ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
C/μF 
110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
1000 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.30 
1100 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.98 
1200 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.22 0.24 0.27 
1300 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.13 
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within a very short time. Values of commercially-available capacitor C are not 
arbitrary. Values of L1 and L2 can not be identical to the wanted inductances because 
of the manufacture deviations. Therefore, the initial solutions, or the initial L1, L2 and 
C combinations, of higher sensitivity should be avoided in the first stage of design. 
But it is not so easy to select the initial solution properly in conventional optimization. 
Following are the two problems to be solved:  
(1) There are so far no general rules for the selection of initial solution[2][3];  
(2) Reports of researches on the solution stability in constrained multi-objective 
optimization are rarely seen. 
2)  Strategy    The strategy consists of following steps:  
(1) In Fig.2-14, by rotating the graph then moving away the sub-optimum part in 
cosφ∈(0.9, 1), a complete convex volume is obtained; 
(2) Find the inscribed sphere that of maximum diameter;  
(3) Because the values inside the sphere are approximately equal, the optimum 
solution (L1*, L2*, C*) with highest cosφ stability should be very close to the 
center of the sphere. As a result, cosφ will be remained ≈1.0 even there are 
fluctuations of L1,L2 and C, because 13 / Lf ∂∂ , CfLf ∂∂∂∂ /,/ 323 take the minimum 
values at the sphere center. 
3) Optimum solution in the 
design example      As the 
graph in Fig.2-17 is partly 
zoomed, the inscribed sphere of 
maximum diameter is  within 
the intersections. Corresponding 
optimum solution is C* = 350μF, 
L1* ＝ 12.5mH, L2* ＝ 5mH. 
Fig.2-19 shows its location.   
Notes: 
(1) Fig.2-19 is a zoomed part of Fig.2-17, which is used to show the region of 
 
Fig.2-19 Location of (L1*, L2*, C*) 
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higher power factor; 
 (2) Surfaces are the isographs of cos φ = 0.9. The inside room is of power factor 
cosφ ≥0.9 . 
4)  Sensitivity analysis of the optimum solution 
 (1) Sensitivity to load power factor cos θ       Tab.2-7 shows the experimental 
results for various cos θ. 
 
Tab. 2-7.  Experimental results of cos φ to cos θ 
Rated apparent 
110% 100% 80% 
 power
cos φ 
Cos θ = 1 1.00 1.00 0.97 
cos θ = 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97 
cos θ = 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.96 
cos θ = 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.95 
cos θ = 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.95 
cos θ = 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.94 
cos θ = 0.95 (leading) 0.99 1.00 0.98 
 
 
 (2)  Sensitivities to values of L1, L2 and C        Similarly, but also may obtain: 
 Tab. 2-8, Tab.2-9 and Tab.2-10 show the experimental results for various values of 
L1, L2 and C, respectively. 
Tab. 2-8   Experimental results of cosφ to L1
cosθ = 0.8 
 
Rated apparent power 
cosθ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
L1/ 
mH 
110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
8.5 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.99 0.97 0.90 
10 1.00 0.99 0.92 1.00 0.99 0.93 
12.5 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97 
18 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.96 1.00 
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Tab.  2-9   Experimental results of cosφ to L2
cosθ = 0.8 
It can be seen from Tab. 2-8, Tab.2-9 and Tab.2-10  that 
① The lowest value of cosφ is 0.90;   
② In some cases, power factor cosφ remains ≈1, even a variable has changed 
largely;  
③ The optimum solutionis of high stability to variations of cosθ, L1, L2 and C. 
(3)  Comparison analysis     T-Filter in Ref.[9] and Γ-Filter in Ref.[25] are used 
in the comparison. Comparison results show that the T-Filter obtained in the 
design example is more stabler. Tab. 2-11 shows the results. 
Rated apparent power 
cos θ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
L2/ 
mH 110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
0.1 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.97 
2.5 0.99 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.97 
5 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97 
9 1.00 0.98 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.97 
 
Tab.  2-10   Experimental results of cosφ to C 
cosθ = 0.8 
Rated apparent power 
cosθ =1 
Rated apparent power 
 
C/ 
μF 
110% 100% 80% 110% 100% 80% 
250 0.92 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.99 
300 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.98 
350 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97 
400 1.00 0.98 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.97 
 
Tab. 2-11   Comparison results 
Rated apparent power 110% 100% 80% 
cos θ = 1 1.00 1.00 0.97  
cosφ of 4-D method   
cos θ = 0.8 1.00 1.00 0.95 
cos θ = 1 1.00 1.00 1.00  
cosφ of  Ref. [12] 
cos θ = 0.8 0.78 0.78 0.79 
cos θ = 1 1.00 1.00 1.00  
cosφ of  Ref. [13] cos θ = 0.8 0.82 0.83 0.86 
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 (4)Attenuation characteristics 
   The T-Filter Put the 
optimum values of L1, L        2
and C into Eq. (2-1), there  
is following equation and  
corresponding Bode plot  
in Fig.2-20. 
 
Fig.2-20  Bode plot of the T-Filter 
 
It is clearly seen that attenuation of the T-Filter is approximately －60dB/dec 
which is better than the －40dB/dec attenuation of Γ-Filter. Experimental results also 
show that, compared with the harmonic distortion peak-to-peak value 2A in 
full-loaded output current of Γ-Filter, the T-Filter’s value is less than 1.3A[5], better 
than the conventional LC filter. The similar experimental is in §2.3.3. 
D.  Experiments  and  
outcome  
1).  Test of power factor 
 To compare the computed 
power factor with actual 
values, indirect method is 
employed to test the power 
factor because the input 
voltage of T-filter is PWM wave, while the input current is non sinusoidal. It is clear 
that conventional power-factor meter is helpless in this case. Fig.2-21 shows the test 
circuit, where  
 T1
B
C
A
T3
ZLei
T2
Ud 
L1 
C
 D5 
L2ii 
E
 D5 
F
 D5 
T4
     
Fig.2-21  Indirect test circuit of power factor 
(1) The right part is identical to the circuit in Fig.2-2; 
(2) ei is the PWM output of the inverter; 
(3) Both ei and ii are measured by an oscilloscope. 
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2). Tested results     Power 
factor is obtained by reading 
the zero-crossing values of 
voltage and current within the 
same cycle. Fig.2-22 shows the 
tested waveforms of the 
inverter. It could be clearly seen 
that e
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i is PWM wave, while ii is 
nonsinusoidal. Power factor is 
then determined by the 
positions of zero-crossing points of e
 
               Fig.2-22   Tested waveforms 
i and ii. 
3).   Quantitative comparison 
Let L =1.15mH, L1 2=0.1mH, C = 90μF, the test is conducted under various load 
conditions. Tab. 2-12 shows the comparison of the computed values with tested data. 
The deviation is small. 
Tab.  2-12  The tested and computed of cosφ 
load (W) 6000 4500 3000 1500 
E.  The Multi-Valued Solution in Optimizing Model of Non-Convex Function with 
High Nonlinearity 
To be convenient, let x = L1, y = L2 and z = C , for a given constant k(0< k <1), there is 
Also, let: 
computed 0.98 0.97 0.92 0.75 cosφ 
(cosθ=1) 
tested 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.77 
computed 0.89 0.93 0.98 0.93 cosφ 
(cosθ=0.8) 
tested 0.89 0.93 0.98 0.93 
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It is evident that both  and  are sets of points in 3-D space. k1Ω k2Ω
Let , , the sphere with (x , y , z) as center, r as radius, 
here is the expression: 
kkk
21 Ω∩Ω=Ω ),,,( rzyxV
})()()(|),,{(),,,( 2222 rzZyYxXZYXrzyxV ≤−+−+−=            (2-25) 
Thus, for the given constant k (0 <k <1), the optimization is in fact to find the 
sphere with maximum radius within kΩ : 
kzyxVts
r
Ω⊂),,(..
max
                              (2-26) 
Eq.(2-26) is a nonlinear optimizing model. The optimum solution (x , y , z) 
corresponds to the optimum solution of L , L1 2 and C . The solution is stable within 
sphere V(x , y , z) , while radius r shows its stable margin in some extent. 
Generally speaking ,  is a set of points in 3-D space. In cases that  is 
isolated points, surfaces or empty set, there is no neighborhood of , or r = 0 for 
Eq.(2-26). Consequently, there will be no stable solutions. In other cases, there  
solutions with r > 0 usually exist ,i.e., the solutions (x , y , z) with local stability. 
kΩ kΩ
kΩ
It should be pointed out that there can be more than one solution for Eq.(2-26). For 
example, when  is made of several unconnected regions, there will be local 
stable solutions in each connected region with r > 0 . 
kΩ
Furthermore, there can also be more than one solution even in a connected region, 
because every point inside sphere V(x , y , z) is in fact an optimum solution. 
Owing to the difficulty in finding the total optimum solution of nonlinear problem, 
it is usually aimed to obtain local optimum solution. Therefore, there is often more 
than one solution because the solutions strongly rely on initial conditions.  
In engineering, both stability and robust of the solution are of great importance. It 
is rather difficult to find the solutions of Eq. (2-26) by ways such as Lagrange 
multiplier, while in conventional software environment, the distribution of objective 
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function could be seen very clearly by the 4-D visual method. 
F. Program flow chart used in the 4-D method 
          
 Start 
Iteration initialization of slice locations, i=0, i=i+n, i.e., 
the sampling interval 
i<0.1H 
Points of y1<0.9 ,or y2>0.9 moved away 
Select of Coordinate system, graph attribute  
and viewing angle 
Y
Isograph slices of y2
End
N
N
Y
Isograph slices of y1
Iteration initialization of slice locations, i=0, i=i+n, i.e., 
the sampling interval 
Preset of Sampling interval and frequency, 
Select of Sampling points 
Assignment of functions y1 and y2
Points of y1>0.9 ,or y2<0.9 moved away 
i<0.1H 
 
 
Fig2-23. The implicit slices 
 
Notes: One slice is enough to view the variation of a 3-variable function on a 
specified surface, but more slices and isographs are necessary if the variation 
throughout whole coordinate is to be observed. 
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2.4.2  Optimization design on low-pass filter 
A. Available region of high system power factor 
Consider two kinds of extreme condition: cosθ = 1 and cosθ =0.8.  Taking the  
value of R1, R and L metioned into the above Eq.(2-3), (2-6),  cosφ can be obtained 
on the condition of the pure resistance load and the resistance-inductance load 
respectively. Using  MATLAB to visualize the data, with the help of colorfulness 
and rotation function, the relationship among cosφ, L1 and L  can be shown clearly. 
An example is as Fig.2-24 which is redrawn from Fig.2-17. Pay attention to the 
following two aspects. 
2
2
11
3
1212111
1 ω
ωωω
CL
CLLLLZ −
−+=                         (2-27) 
1) Though EI’s frequency 
spectrum is wide, system power 
factor under ω1 influences 
whole device power density 
most. 
2) First, set objective: 
cosφ→1 with cosθ = 1 and  
cosθ = 0.8 separately, get the 
respective region, then find out 
the overlapped region as 
illustrated by Fig.2-24. 
 
Fig.2-24 The intersection of system power factor with 
two different loads 
B. Available region of high adaptability to nonlinear load 
  Nonlinear load can be regarded as harmonics current source, voltage drop on Z by 
harmonics current will distort output voltage waveform. Decreasing Z can improve 
adaptability of inverter to nonlinear loads. 
 Eq. (2-27) is the output impedance under fundamental wave ω  . 1
Impedance of the lowpass filter(see Fig.2-2) could be Visualized in Fig.2-25. 
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Rectifier with capacitor to 
filter is a typical nonlinear 
load, but the fundamental 
wave of current is still 50Hz. 
Replace ω1 with 50Hz in 
Eq.(2-27) to get |Z| as 
illustrated by Fig.2-25 , in 
which three coordinate axes 
are L1、L2 and C respectively. 
Scope of axes in Fig.2-25 is 
the same as that of the slice of 
Fig.2-24. 
Fig.2-25  Impedance of the lowpass filter 
There should be an 
available region of small |Z|, 
according to Eq.(2-27), in top 
right corner in Fig.2-16. But 
because cosφ in top right 
corner in Fig.2-24 is low, this 
part is omitted in Fig.2-25. 
C.  Available region of low 
output impedance and high 
power factor 
 
Fig.2-23   Intersection of sliced Fig.2-21 and Fig.2-22 
Two optimization objectives: |Z|→0 and cosφ→1. 
  Overlapped region of Fig.2 -24 and Fig.2-25 is illustrated in Fig.2-26. It’s easy to 
get the conclusion that if the independent variables L 、L1 2 and C are in the intersection 
then both small |Z| and large cosφ will be reached. 
Information in Fig.2-26：When C∈(40,400μF), L ∈(0,3mH) and L1 2∈(0,3mH) ;   
|Z| < 1Ω, cosφ > 0.85 will be reached. 
D. Available region of cut-off frequency 
1)． 4-D Visualization 
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4422 −+±−+=ω             (2-28) 
C is the function of L1、L  and C. The pure resistive load example is as following: 2
If ωC is changeable within a range, then the available region will be wider. When 
ωC∈(3800，4200 rad/s), ωC(L1，L2，C)under pure resistive load condition according 
to Eq.(2-28) is illustrated in Fig.2-27. 
Notice that“±”sign is contained in Eq.(2-28), two available regions should be 
obtained. However, when the sign is “－”，  is large, i.e., ω1c L/ ∂∂ω C  is sensitive to 
L1. With little practical value, 
this part is omitted in 
Fig.2-27 in order to have a 
clear description. 
 
2).  3-D Visualization 
In practice, capacitance C 
is discrete, set C = 90μF in 
the range of C∈(40,400μF) to 
get the slice with independent 
variables L1 and L2 as 
illustrated in Fig.2-28. 
Though the figure is in plane, 
dependent variable is colored 
to figure out the changing 
tendency of ω
 
Fig.2-27  ω
C(L1，L2) and 
thus narrow the choice. 
(1)∂ 1c L/∂ω >> 2c L/∂∂ω ,∵L2           
is in series with load，∴L2   
has little influence on ωC； 
(2)When C = 90μF，L2 =1.5 
mH，ωC can be considered 
C（L1，L2，C） 
 
Fig. 2-28   ωC（L1，L2） 
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the function only of L  i.e., ω
      22
2
2 )cos()sin1(
1
θωθωω CZCZCLI
I
LLI
o
+−−=              (2-29) 
                22/|/|                           (2-30) BAZEE LIo +=
In Eq.2-14: ( ) θω cos1 12 ⋅−⋅= CLZA L , 
( ) 3212112 )(sin1 ωωθω CLLLLCLZB L −++⋅−⋅=  
1 C(L1).  
(3)When ω ∈(3800,4200 rad/s)，available range reduces to：L ∈(1.1,1.5mH)，L1 2C
∈(0,3mH)and C = 90μF. 
E. Current allowance and voltage stress of power devices 
1).  Current allowance       When cosθ = 0.8, according to topology, the ratio of 
output current to input current is as Eq.(2-29). |I /Io I| has no relation with L1，only 
depends on L  and C. Fig.2-29 demonstrates its changing tendency： 2
  In Fig.2-29, arrow ①
demonstrates |Io/II| increases 
along the positive direction of 
L2. Arrow ②  demonstrates 
that when C is larger than a 
certain range, |Io/II| decreases as 
C increases. |Io/II| depends on 
the parameters of power 
devices in inverter bridge. 
Rated current of IGBT in this 
study is 75A，rated current of 
resistive and inductive load 
(cosθ = 0.8)is 28A. Thus，power device has current margin,  choose |I
 
Fig.2-29 The current allowance of  
power electronic devices 
/Io I|∈ 
[1.15 , 1.3]. Fig.2-26 demonstrates that device’s current allowance can be totally 
controlled. When C = 90μF, variation in the neighborhood of L2 = 1.5mH will not 
cause obvious |Io/II| change，devices’ current allowance is acceptable. 
2).  Voltage Stress             
|E /E | can be expressed as Eq.2-30 and Fig.2-30: o I 
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Rotating Fig.2-30 on screen , 
we could find out satisfactory 
result |E
110125.5109.910713.3
1)( 428311 +×+×+×= −−− ssssG           （2-31）
o/EI| ≈ 1 when L1 ∈
(1.1,1.5mH)，L2∈(0,3mH)and 
C = 90 μF. 
F.  Stability margin 
Plant in the inverter system 
consists of the filter and load, 
and its transfer function plays 
an important part in design. 
 
Fig.2-27  Voltage stress of power  
electronic devices 
1).    Parameters 
Under full-load condition, in the narrowed range, substitute L ＝1.1 mH、L1 2＝3 mH 
and C ＝90μF in Eq.(2-1) to get the transfer function.  
Phase-frequency characteristics and amplitude-frequency characteristics are shown 
in Fig.2-31.  In the neighborhood of ω= 4000rad/s, large positive gain exists but 
phase is over -180°.Obviously, such  brings difficulty in designing the regulator. In 
Ref.[3], trial-and-error 
method is applied to modify 
the filter’s parameters in 
order to improve frequency 
characteristics, but 
randomness exists.  Based 
on this method, intuitive 
multi-parameter root locus 
method is applied in this 
chapter. 
Fig.2-31  Bode graph with primary parameters  
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2).  Multi-parameter root locus method 
In Eq.(2-1), suppose C is specified; let  K = 1/L
011 2121
2
2
3 =++++ KK
C
RS
C
KS
C
KRSKS               (2-32) 
0
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1
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++
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K
C
RS
C
RS
K                       (2-33) 
1 1，K2 =1/L2  as two variables; then 
the characteristic equation of Eq.(2-1) would be written as Eq.(2-32) and Eq.(2-33) 
Root locus of Eq.2-33 is illustrated in Fig.2-32: 
In Fig.2-32, “1”:L1＝1.10 mH ；“2” : L1＝1.15 mH ；“3” : L1＝1.50 mH . It’s more 
convenient since MATLAB can show the parameters automatically. Point A 
Gain:1.00e+004, Pole: -703+3.06e+003i, Damping: 0.224, Overshoot(%): 48.6, 
Frequency:3.14e+003. Thus, L1＝1.15 mH、L2＝0.1 mH and C ＝90μF，substitute in 
Eq.(2-9) again, Bode graph is obtained as Fig.2-33. 
   Fig.2-32  Bode graph with primary parameters 
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Fig.2-33 demonstrates 
that phase margin in ω = 
4000 rad/s is about 40°, 
which provides condition to 
design the control system. 
 
  
Fig.2-33  Bode graph with optimized parameters 
 
 
2.4.3    Experiments and design outcome 
A.  System power factor 
System power factor cosφ when load changes, see Tab.2-13 
Tab.2-13  System power factor when load-PF or power changes 
Apparent power/kVA  
100% load 75% load 50% load 25% load 
cosθ=0.8 0.89 0.93 0.98 0.93 
cosθ = 1 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.77 
 
Tab.2-13 demonstrates that when cosθ∈(0.8, 1), cosφ is large, even  if load 
changes. 
B. Voltage drop of filter under    
rectifier load condition 
Output voltage of inverter 
bridge, or input voltage of filter, 
EI, is a three-level PWM wave, 
and output voltage Eo is a sine 
wave. Their difference is shown 
in Fig.2-34.  
Fig.2-34  The voltage drop of Non-symmetry 
 T-network Filter 
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Voltage in Fig.2-29 is hard to test directly. Method proposed by the author can solve 
this problem: 
1)  Test dc voltage Ed and modulation ratio α under specified load and rated output 
voltage Eo conditions. 
2)   Maintain dc voltage Ed and modulation ratio α. Replace T network filter with Γ 
network filter. Set L＝L ，C ＝1μF. Measure voltage on C1 o o under  no load condition, 
EI*＝EI (the maximum value). Experiment circuit is shown in Fig.2-35. Because of the  
no load condition and C >> Co , voltage 
drop on inductance can be neglected 
compared with the condition T network 
filter with load. 
 
∗
IE  
L=L1
Co 
IE
 
Fig.2-35  The circuit for measuring 3)  Voltage drop on the filter ΔU ＝EI
－Eo ≈EI*－E ＝ΔE.  Eo o is maximum 
output voltage of inverter 
with rectifier load. 
Based on this method, |Eo/EI*| 
and effective value of ΔU 
under 25% ～ 100% rated 
voltage condition are shown 
in Tab.2-14. 
Fig.2-36 demonstrates 
current and voltage waveforms 
under rectifier load condition. 
4) Experiment condition: 
completely open loop, dead 
zone compensation excluded, 
current and voltage closed loop 
control excluded; dead zone:  
1 μS; less than 2 μS passing 
Tab.2-14  |Eo/EI* | & voltage drop of filter   
when different output power 
Apparent power /kVA  
100% 75% 50% 25% 
*|E /E | 0.81 0.84 0.86 0.93 o I
*ΔE/E  0.24 0.20 0.18 0.07 I
 
 
Fig.2-36  current and voltage waveform  
under open loop and rectifier load conditions 
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instruction is deleted; so called dual method (output of one half bridge minus the other) 
is applied in PWM. 
Compared with Ref.[17][19], Tab.2-14 and Fig.2-36 demonstrate that the filter has 
less voltage drop in this study. 
C.  Output waveform under linear load condition and photograph of the filter 
Fig.2-37 shows output voltage waveform under open loop condition and full load 
conditions. Fig.2-38 shows the photograph of filter. 
This method could have better performance , better output voltage waveform than 
Ref. [8][19][20], if dead zone compensation and instant current and voltage negative 
feedback control with regulator designed by internal model are added. 
       
 
 
2.5  The cutoff frequency ωc
The cutoff frequency ωc of the filter used in PWM inverter is critical. If ωc is too 
high, the filter outcome will not be satisfied and with much harmonic component. A 
too low ωc will increase the cost and reduce the overall power density. Harmonic 
component of the power converter output should be taken into consideration when 
determining the cutoff frequency ωc of filter used in PWM inverter. Modulation mode, 
load-frequency ratio, modulation ratio, switching time, dead time effects and dead time 
compensation and so on will effect the spectrum. Analysis with spectrum and formula 
on output harmonic component from unipolar and bipolar perspective is in Ref.[6], 
  
 
 
  
Fig.2-35  The photograph of filter        Fig.2-37.  Output voltage wave  
       under open-loop full-load condition 
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from load-frequency ratio and modulation ratio perspective is in Ref.[3], from dead 
time effect is in Ref.[3][6] qualitatively points out that IGBT voltage drop and 
switching time influence the output voltage harmonic component. 
The conventional method is to build a mathematical model in one period based on 
the odevity and symmetry characteristics of the modulated wave. It is applicable to 
synchronizing modulation only. When a synchronizing modulation is encountered, 
sinusoidal modulating wave (signal) has unrepeatable number of pulses in each period, 
thus it is impossible to do Fourier analysis based on angular frequency of the signal 
and should be based angular frequency of carrier wave instead. It’s appropriate to 
establish the mathematical model within one carrier wave period and analysis the 
harmonic distribution in the sideband, and this is called double Fourier series. This 
analysis method is also correct in synchronizing situation. 
2.5.1  Harmonics analysis of single phase bipolar SPWM wave (dead time 
without compensation)  
Fig.2-39 shows the main 
circuit of full-bridge inverter 
(VSI). Voltage operation   
waveforms is shown in Fig. 2 
-40. It is composed of left 
bridge(T
 
Fig.2-39.   H Bridge & Filter  
 
1/T2) and right bridge 
(T3/T4). To make it simplified, 
the harmonic component of 
left bridge and right bridge 
are analyzed respectively first 
then the output voltage 
between two bridges uAB is 
the algebraic composition of 
left bridge voltage uAN and 
right bridge voltage uBN。  
Fig.2-40(a). Voltage operation  waveforms 
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Fig.2-40(b). Switching control waveforms (left brid) 
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Fig.2-40(c).  Switching control waveforms (right brid) 
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Fig.2-(40)(d).  Waveforms of UAB 
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First, assume the current , modulating wave 0<i
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The m is denoted as the harmonic order relative to carrier wave; the n is 
denoted as the harmonic order relative to modulating wave, then the double Fourier 
series of  is as following:  ANu
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Then the Fourier series of left bridge : ANu
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Similarly may have the Fourier series of right bridge : BNu
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The filter and load are between point A and B from the inverter structure 
perspective, so the input of the filter should be : ABu
BNANAB uuu −=                                (2-42)                            
From the previous analysis and results, the Fourier series of output voltage between 
point A and B is: 
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  Let  maximum value of Fundamental wave : 
MEU f =                              (2-44)                              
Maximum value of harmonic wave : 
⎟⎠
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⎛=
2
4 π
π
mMJ
m
EU nh                       (2-45)   
( ) snmN ω±  , m = 2,4,…；n = 1,3, …. Harmonic frequency: 
Harmonic profile,  as shown in Fig. 2-41.  The simulation result, as shown in 
Fig.2-42 and Fig.2-43 
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Fig.2-41   The spectral distribution of UAB ( M = 0.9) 
 
 
 
Fig.2-42   The spectrum of U  in Simulation( I ) AB
 
 
Fig.2-43   The spectrum of U  in Simulation( II ) AB
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2.5.2 Harmonic analysis of single phase bipolar PWM wave (dead time is added) 
From the inverter structure shown in Fig.2-39, because of the existence of dead 
time and freewheeling diode, when two switching devices in one bridge are both at 
dead time, the output pulse still exists, and this is called afterflow pulse. Concerned 
with inverter system in this chapter, when the current is less than 0, the afterflow of 
left bridge is positive pulse, the afterflow of right bridge is negative pulse; when the 
current is larger than zero, the situation is just opposite and periodic. Then, from the 
whole, the effect of dead time is a series of distorted pulse and could be equivalent to 
a deviation voltage of rectangle wave, the formulation: 
4,112 DANAN uuu += 3,212 DBNBN uuu +=   ,   ,  
( ) ( ) 113,24,111222 DABDDBNANBNANAB uuuuuuuuu +=−+−=−=  
Voltage waveforms, as shown in Fig 2-44. 
 
 
Fig.2-44  The waveforms after setting dead-time 
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A．Without afterflow 
The pulse function of left bridge at point A: 
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Fourier series of is as following : 1ANu
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Similarly may have the Fourier series of right bridge : 1BNu
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                                                                      (2-48) 
Fourier series of is as following: 1ABu
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MEU f =1  Let, Maximum value of Fundamental wave :  
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π  Maximum value of Harmonic wave : 
Harmonic frequency:   ( ) snmN ω± ,     m = 2,4,…，n = 1, 3,…. 
Harmonic profile,  as shown in Fig. 2-45.  The simulation result, as shown in 
Fig.2-46 . The experimented frequency spectrum is shown in Fig.2-47. 
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Fig.2-45   The spectral distribution of UAB1 ( M = 0.9,Δt =2μs) 
 
 
Fig.2-46   The spectrum of UAB1 in Simulation 
 
 
Fig.2-47   The experimental frequency spectrum of U   AB1
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Fig.2-45, Fig.2-46 and Fig.2-47 indicate that: 
(1) Cluster of high harmonics of output voltage is centered at 20kHz,40kHz, 
60kHz, 80kHz,…… 
(2) On-off transient process of IGBT is not considered during simulation, thus the 
simulated frequency spectrum of output voltage could not totally match the 
experiment outcome. 
On-off transient process of IGBT is not considered during simulation, thus the 
simulated mathematical expression for frequency spectrum of output voltage could 
not totally match the experiment outcome. 
 
B．With afterflow 
,    When  iLet )sin( ϕω += tIi soo 0 > 0 
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When the electric current and the voltage phase are equal 
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Maximum value of fundamental wave :  
cf t
EMEU ωπ Δ−= 21
4  
( ) snmN ω±  Harmonic frequency: 
(1) m = 0，n =3,5,…,  
ch tn
EU ωπ Δ= 211
4Maximum value of harmonic wave :  
(2) m = 2,4,…，n = 1,3,… 
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Harmonic profile is shown in Fig. 2-48.   
The simulation result(I), as shown in Fig.2-49 .  
The experimented frequency spectrum is shown in Fig.2-50.  
In order to demonstrate the low frequency components in the simulation frequency 
spectrum, rescale the frequency axis to get the simulation result(II) which is shown in 
Fig.2-51. 
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Fig.2-48  The spectral distribution of UAB2 ( M = 0.9, Δt = 2μs) 
 
Fig.2-49   The spectrum of UAB2 in Simulation( I ) 
  
Fig.2-50   The experimental frequency spectrum of UAB2
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Fig.2-51   The spectrum of UAB2 in Simulation ( II ) 
 
Substitute different M and Δt into Eq.(2-54) to get Fig.2-52 and Fig.2-53. 
 
      Fig.2-52. The impact of different Δt on harmonic components (M = 0.92 ) 
 
     Fig.2-53.  The impact of different M on harmonic components (Δt = 2μs) 
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Compared with Fig.2-49，Let  M = 0.9，E =220V， st μ2=Δ ， πω 210000×=c ，
169.81414 2 =Δ− ctEME ωπ ，The predicted value is 180.   The two value basically 
tallies. 
Fig.2-51 indicates that if dead zone compensation is not complete, then there will 
be 150Hz, 250Hz, 350Hz low frequency components. The fact that the variation of 
common dead zone has little influence on the frequency spectrum of output voltage 
could be drawn in Fig. 2-52, while on the contrary, the modulation ratio has large 
influence.  
2.5.2  Harmonic analysis of single phase bipolar SPWM wave (dead time and its 
compensation are added) 
After dead zone compensation, the modulation wave is 
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Then the voltage of point A in Fig2-39 under modulation wave Eq.(5-55) is 
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And the voltage of point B in Fig2-39 under modulation wave Eq.(5-55) is 
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Thus, the voltage between point A and point B in Fig.2-39 is 
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Within the dead zone, when i0 > 0，point A is clamped to -E/2. The error pulse of 
left bridge is  
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Eq.(2-60) could be further rewritten in Eq.(2-61). 
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Similarly, the error pulse of right bridge is 
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components in output voltage could be eliminated, thus the compensation is realized. 
After compensation, the output of the inverter is  
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MEU f =2  Maximum value of the fundamental wave :               (2-66) 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
2
4
2
π
π
mMJ
m
EU nhMaximum value of the harmonic wave :          (2-67) 
The simulation result, as shown in Fig.2-54 . The experiment frequency spectrum is 
shown in Fig.2-55. 
 
Fig.2-54   The spectrum of UAB5 in Simulation( I ) 
  
Fig.2-55   The experimental frequency spectrum of UAB5
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In order to demonstrate the low frequency components in the simulation frequency 
spectrum, rescale the frequency axis to get the simulation result(II), it as shown in 
Fig.2-56. 
 
 
Fig.2-56   The spectrum of UAB5 in Simulation ( II ) 
 
May obtain after the comparison: Eq.(2-44) = Eq.(2-65),   Eq.(2-45) = Eq.(2-67)   
Therefore, may think: 
(1)Amplitude of the fundamental wave has been corrected. The harmonic 
component added by the dead zone has been suppressed. 
(2)Harmonic distribution is in accordance with the ideal situation without dead 
zone. 
(3)The phase of the fundamental wave is not changed while the phase of other 
harmonics are lagged compared with no dead zone situation. 
(4)If the dead zone compensation is complete, then there will not be low 
frequency harmonic components in the output voltage of H inverter bridge. 
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2.6  Summary 
1)  To meet the problems in multi-objective optimization such as limited searching 
scope, complicated computation, a 4-D visual method is developed. Color is 
introduced explicitly into conventional 3-D coordinate system to show the 4th 
dimension. Three conventional  axes stand for the variables, with colored points for 
the values of objective function. The colored slices are at first made into transparent. 
Lines of the same color are then integrated into isographs to show the 4-D visual 
effects. Constrained optimization is conducted based on the intersections. The common 
applied software package could offer platform for this method. An optimum design 
example is presented to show the method in detail. The optimization is to enhance the 
power factor stability of unsymmetrical passive T-filter used in DC-AC voltage source 
inverter. Isographs of objective function distribution can be seen directly in the 
enlarged optimization scope. As a result, the ultimate optimum solution could be the 
one with large stable region 
2)  It points out that sensitivities of objective function to the variables, as well as to 
the constraints, play an important role in the optimization. 
3)  On the condition of ensuring high power factor, three-dimension data visual 
technology to is adopted. Projecting is used restrict the selection region of parameters. 
4)  According to the voltage margin and current margin of used power appliance as 
well as the attenuation characteristic of low-pass filter, the value bound could be 
shrunk gradually and thus the suitable inductance and capacitance could be found. 
5)  This chapter has proposed 4-dimension visual technique used in designing 
non-symmetry T-network filter: 
(1)This chapter integrally considered the following variables: system power 
factor, impedance of filter and cut-off  frequency etc. The relating functions and 
their changing tendency are vividly shown by 4-D visualization. 
(2) Narrow available range by observing the changing tendency until the 
satisfactory results are got. Optimization to non-symmetry T network filter is 
done during above process. 
(3) Root locus graph with two variables help determine two parameters of T 
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network filter quantitatively. 
6) Following conclusions can be drawn from the 4-D visual multi-target 
optimization: 
(1) By integrating the color graphs of neighbored transparent slices into 
isographs, explicit 4-D visual effects are obtained. 
   (2) Take conventional axes stand for variables, color stand for objective function, 
constrained multi-objective optimization is then available based on the 
intersections. 
(3) The 4-D method is intuitive and effective in optimization process, which 
indicates a promising application. 
(4) In the T-Filter design example by the 4-D method, it is easier to find the 
optimum solution, i.e., the power factor cosφ, with larger stable region. 
7)  It is obvious that the 4-D method is also effective in the optimum design of 
T-Filter with RC loads. Besides, more applications in other optimization cases can be 
expected for the 4-D method. 
8) Harmonic in the output voltage of three-level PWM with dead zone 
compensation is used to design the low-pass filter.   
(1)Amplitude of the fundamental wave has been corrected. The harmonic 
component added by the dead zone has been suppressed.   
(2)Harmonic distribution is in accordance with the ideal situation without dead 
zone.  
(3)The phase of the fundamental wave is not changed while the phase of other 
harmonics are lagged compared with no dead zone situation.  
(4)If the dead zone compensation is complete，no low frequency harmonics close 
to 50Hz from 50Hz to 20 kHz in the output voltage, which is the foundation for 
low-pass filter design. 
(5)If the dead zone compensation is not complete, then there will be low 
frequency harmonic components which frequency is three times of that of modulation 
wave and it is hard to filtered through common low-pass passive filter. 
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            Chapter 3 
 
A More Realistic Parameter Estimate 
Method of Electronic Transformer and 
Modeling  
 
3.0  push-pull voltage source inverter 
In inverter system, transformers could also be used for power conversion. 
Functions of the transformer are: 
1) Isolation between the input dc voltage and output ac voltage;  
2) Regulation of the output voltage;  
3) The leakage inductance of the transformer could be used as the inductance for the 
low-pass filter;  
4) Store energy during the flyback stage.   
The transformer used in the inverter could be grouped into high frequency and 
low frequency in term of the working frequency. In term of windings, there are 
double-winding ones and multi-winding ones. Push-pull transformer is the special 
case in multi-winding transformer. Push-pull VSI PWM inverter is schematically 
shown in Fig.3.0.    The transformer is positioned between the high frequency 
switching devices and low frequency load. Its lumped equivalent parameters are 
critical for the whole power density, voltage stress of switching devices, current 
burden, switching current process and filter effect. 
 
Fig.3-0   A basic push-pull voltage source inverter 
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3.1 Introduction 
The properties of electronic transformer have great influence on increasing power density, 
improving output waveform, and raising efficiency and the price ratio of performances. As a part 
of control system, the transformer model and accuracy of the parameters obtained by the model 
play an important role in improving system dynamic and static performance and shortening  
research and construction cycle.  Maxwell equations theoretically describe the behaviors 
of electronic transformer in 3-dimentional time-varying field. Its corresponding 
mathematic model is a (set of ) partial differential equation(s) with varying 
coefficients. The 2-dimentional plane-topology model, which is based on the lumped 
resistance, capacitance and inductance, is introduced into engineering analysis of the 
multi-dynamic coupling relations between the distributed parameters of the 
transformer[1-6]. When the structure of a coil and that of the iron-core are in 
accordance with the standards, parameters can be calculated according to the related 
documents[1][2]. But, the ferromagnetic material and the structure of transformer vary 
with the type of transformer, and the slight change of the property of material, circuit 
and magnetic structure may have notable influence on the transformer parameters. 
Under high-frequency switching condition, the transformer parameters present 
multi-valued, nonlinear and distributed characteristic; skin effect and proximity effect 
appear. Parameters are not only related to the magnitude of current and the material of 
iron-core coil, but also related to the impulse voltage width, the change rate of current 
and the initial point of magnetic flow. In this situation, the equivalent circuit of 
electronic transformer and its test method are different from those of power frequency 
transformer. The corresponding simulation model is a (set of) differential equation(s) 
with constant coefficients, i.e., dx/dt = f (x,t,A). The uniqueness of equation solution 
xi , is rather sensitive to the uncertainty of parameter A. The simulation accuracy and 
confidence strongly rely on the model parameters, or the simulation is not so robust. 
Modeling process could be divided into two parts: topology and parameters. Topology 
likelihood approximation is available for the former , meanwhile, for the latter, more 
studies on parameter estimate are necessary[9][10]. Though some parameters for a few 
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transformers with standard structures are already available by computations, it is still 
meaningful, according to following reasons, to conduct further studies on parameter 
estimate of electronic transformers [2-8]. 
1) It is very difficult to meet the strict conditions required by the computation, 
because various ferromagnetic materials and coil structures are used in transformers. 
2) Tiny fluctuations, either in electric circuit, or in magnetic circuit of the transformer, 
may strongly affect its characteristics. 
3) Due to the multi-valued non-linearity, the distribution effect, skin effect and 
proximity effect in the transformer, the estimated results rely not only on the 
magnetizing current intensity, but also on the pulse width, the current fluctuation rate 
and the start point of magnetizing. 
Researchers have long been puzzled by the mathematic models of electronic 
transformers and the parameter estimate[11]. To overcome the bottleneck, more and 
more attentions have been paid on the studies[2-8][11]. The model presented in Ref. [5] 
consists of 80-150 elements. Compared with magnetic resistance model, as well as 
with the SPICE software, better results are available. But, due to the huge number of 
elements, much stronger skills are required in the computation. Besides, the equivalent 
capacitance remains unconsidered in the model. New ways of parameter measurement 
were introduced in Ref. [4], at the expense of the secondary being open-circuited, and 
of no consideration of leakage inductance. The estimated iron loss equivalent 
resistance at power frequency for the motor operates in stationary state was shown in 
Ref. [12], but the estimate of iron loss equivalent resistance in switching operation, as 
well as in electronic transformer operation, were not included. Meaningful studies in 
power electronics on the Buck-Cascaded Push-pull Converter modeling and simulation 
were conducted in Ref. [13], but parameter estimate was not included. 
The electronic transformer model is a multi-parameter system. The parameters vary 
along with the changes of V, dV/dt, i, di/dt, Φ and dΦ/dt.  Conventional methods are 
in essence single-parameter direct measurement. Various assumptions, shown as 
following, are introduced into conventional measurement[2-8][11-13]. 
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1) The measurement is carried out at a specified frequency, with small input signal 
and the coil being open-circuited or short-circuited. 
2)  Effect of iron loss is not taken into consideration. 
3)  With particular coil configuration, to obtain other leakage inductances, the 
leakage inductance of the coil most close to iron core is ignored. 
4)  Ignoring skin effect and proximity effect. 
5) In inductance estimate, the effect of voltage fluctuation on  distributed 
capacitance is ignored, or further, the distributed capacitance is totally ignored. 
6)  Ignoring leakage inductance in capacitance estimate. 
7) The actual µ value is substituted by the µ value at the neighborhood of zero point 
in B-H chart. As a result, the fluctuation of µ value on leakage inductance is not taken 
into consideration. 
Therefore, the results obtained by conventional methods can not be directly 
introduced into the quantitative analysis on actual operation of electronic transformer. 
Based on the residual magnetizing information, an indirect multi-parameter 
estimate method in the modeling of electronic transformer is presented. Prototype 
response is at first obtained under conditions as close as possible to the actual  
operation, then homomorphically mapped on the simulation model for further 
parameter estimate. 
Main features of the estimate method are as following. 
1) Compared with the open/short-circuit method mentioned above,  test conditions 
in the method, i.e. the values of V, dV/dt, di/dt,Φ, dΦ/dt, together with the magnetizing 
start point and the pulse width, are as close as possible to the actual transformer 
operation. 
2) The method is emphasized to show the combinational behaviors of the distributed 
parameters of the transformer.  Instead of obtaining only a single parameter in 
conventional methods, in this method, several equivalent lumped parameters are 
available by a single test. 
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3) Both leakage inductances and leakage capacitances could be obtained  at the 
same time, instead of ignoring one to obtain another. 
The alternating work style of push-pull transformers distinguish themselves from 
other transformers in arranging the coils and the way to test the parameters. Few 
papers show how to test the lumped equivalent parameters; theoretical analysis on 
multi-winding electronic transformers is given in Ref.[4], but using the two-winding 
Short-Circuit Test to determine leakage inductances of a multi-winding electronic 
transformer and supposing one coil has no leakage inductance to calculate the others 
greatly limit its applications; Ref.[5] proposes multi-winding transformers, but the 
impedance got from the traditional Short-Circuit Test under steady-state conditions 
cannot be directly used in testing the leakage inductance under transient 
conditions .Though Ref.[5]~[15] contributes a lot in modeling electronic transformers 
and determining the parameters, the method is restricted to single parameter’s direct 
measurement and with the following one or more additional conditions: 
1) Open-Circuit Test / Short- Circuit Test with specific frequency and small signal;   
2) Neglect core loss;  
3) Neglect skin effect and closing effect;   
4) Neglect the influence the rate of change of voltage has on distributed capacitance, 
even neglect distributed capacitance to determine inductance;  
5) Neglect leakage inductance to calculate capacitance;  
6) Replace the real magnetic permeability μ with the one near zero point in 
hysteresis loop, i.e, neglect the fact that μ will change and hence will effect the 
leakage inductance;  
7) Two-winding transformers only. 
Based on the residual magnetizing information, an indirect multi-parameter 
estimate method for the push-pull transformers is presented.  Prototype response is at 
first obtained under conditions as close as possible to the actual operation,  then 
homomorphically  mapped on  the mathematic model for further parameter 
estimate. 
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3.2  Two-winding Electronic Transformer 
3.2.1  Analysis on electronic transformer model 
In Ref.[14], an electronic transformer was used in DC-AC conversion to obtain 
220VAC output. The primary parameters are: N1=12 turns, 24VDC input with 10 kHz  
PWM switching frequency. The secondary parameters are: N2 =206 turns , 220V 50 
Hz AC output. Fig.3-1 shows the transformer configuration, where the iron core 
thickness is 70 mm. Fig.3-2 is the B-H characteristics at 50 Hz power frequency. 
         
Fig.3-1 Configuration of Transforme                   Fig.3-2  B -H Loop of transformer 
 For an electronic transformer with typical 2-coil configuration, there will be 8-9 
energy-storage elements in the equivalent circuit as the distributed parameters are 
lumped[2][11]. The pulse operation of the transformer can be, in principle, expressed by 
a 9th-order differential equation. It is very difficult to find its analytical solution, as 
well as to obtain applicable engineering solutions. Numbers of energy-storage 
elements can be reduced significantly by dividing the pulse operation into several 
stages.  The simplified equivalent circuit for pulse rising edge in the up-step 
transformer is shown in Fig.3-3(a), while (b) shows the equivalent circuit of unloaded 
       
         a. (Pulse rising edge)                           b.  (Pulse duration) 
Fig. 3-3:  Step response   equivalent  circuit  
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transformer in pulse duration response. Eq.(3-1) indicates the secondary voltage in (a). 
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Where Vi is the input voltage; Vo , the output voltage;  Rm , the iron loss equivalent 
resistance;  k 12, the voltage transformation ratio; Vo'  ，the voltage normalized to 
primary； R1 ，the coil resistance normalized to primary； R'2 ，the load resistance 
normalized to primary； C'S ，the lumped capacitance normalized to primary； LS ，
the lumped inductance normalized to primary. 
The beginning of the step response is dominated by LS , because magnetizing 
inductance Lm is much greater than leakage inductance LS. As a result, the 
simplification can be carried out by ignoring Lm, or let Lm→ ∞. 
In some cases, iron loss equivalent resistance R m was also ignored while ignoring 
magnetizing inductance Lm [4]. But in the author’s point of view, as the transformer is 
in a lower-loaded state, ignoring  iron loss equivalent resistance R m may lead to 
significant deviation. At the rising edge of the step pulse, though the wattless current 
just begins its increase from zero, but owing to the very fast change of the magnetic 
flux, as well as the very rich high frequency components, neither magnetic hysteresis 
loss nor eddy current loss can be ignored. The MATLAB simulated results and 
corresponding experimental waveforms will show this later. 
According to Fig.3-3(b), we have Eg.(3-2), where Lm is the magnetizing inductance. 
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3.2.2  Parameter estimate 
Fig.3-4 shows the step response 
test circuit for electronic transformer  
with rated voltage and rated load. 
The initial condition B|H=0 shown in 
Fig.3-2 is regulated by E, E' and R1. 
A MOSFET(IXTH13N80) was used 
as the power switch in Fig.3-4.  
         
Fig.3-4 The test circuit with rated voltage and rateed  
A.  Test condition and quantitative analysis on related parameters 
Test conditions and quantitative analysis on related parameters are as following. 
1) The longest oscillation cycle (about 10-3 Sec.) belongs to the loop related to the 
primary magnetizing inductance Lm . 
2) The oscillation cycle of LS related loop is about 10-5 S 
3) The loop consisting of equivalent inductance due to the coil inductance and the 
oscilloscope probe capacitance, takes an oscillation cycle of 10-7 S. 
4) At different coil segments, dV/dt takes various values in different stages of the 
step response, accordingly, the dynamically-distributed capacitance is no longer a 
constant. But to highlight its physical meaning, the equivalent capacitance  C Sۢ , which 
is a constant lumped from the distributed capacitance, was used in the test. 
5) The di/dt value keeps changing due to proximity effect and skin effect. It means 
that Rd1 is not a constant. But to highlight the physical meaning, the lumped equivalent 
value(a constant) was employed in the test. 
6) Both thermal effect and mechanical effect caused by electro-magnetic activities in 
the transformer operation, were not taken into consideration. 
7) Electro-magnetic energy radiation between transformer and  surrounding was 
ignored. 
8) Time hysteresis between B and H, together with corresponding effect, were 
ignored. 
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9)  The DC power supply was taken as an ideal voltage source. 
10)  All initial conditions but the magnetizing start point are zero . 
B．Estimate of iron loss equivalent resistance Rm
Primary magnetizing inductance Lm strongly relies on the magnetizing start point 
and pulse width, as well as on the magnetic flux density increment ΔB and its 
fluctuation dB/dt.  With the same magnetizing current, the higher the power 
frequency is, the larger the area of B-H loop is, the more similar to an ellipse the loop 
is, too. Besides，the dB/dt is in fact not a constant. Values of Lm and Rm are also 
varying during the step response.  To emphasis the physical meaning and to simplify 
the computation, when primary voltage, secondary load, pulse width and magnetizing 
start point have been fixed, the lumped equivalent values Lm and Rm are used. Besides, 
the iron core saturation is considered in an abnormal state, and not taken into the 
estimate.  There are two test circuits for the estimate of Rm, according  to the 
demagnetizing mode of main circuit, as shown in Fig.3-5 and Fig.3-6. A 
MOSFET(IXTH13N80) was used as the power switch in the Fig.3-5 and Fig.3-6. The 
lumped equivalent parameters started from any point in Fig.3-2 can be estimated based 
on Fig.3-4, Fig.3-5 and Fig.3-6.   Z stands for the load. R1 and R2 can  adjust the 
magnetizing start point and magnetizing current, respectively. K stands for double pole 
double throw switch. Further notes are, (a) A synchronous signal to the storage 
oscilloscope V0 is needed; (b) Power electronic devices are suggested to use to 
eliminate the side effect of arc. 
              
             Fig.3-5  Iron loss estimate,circuit 1                Fig.3-6   Iron loss estimate,circuit 2 
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1)  The Toff >Ton demagnetizing mode 
A new cycle is begins as the magnetic intensity H returned to zero. Both  start 
point (0,Bri) and finish point (Hi ,Brii) are in quadrant I and their magnetic flux density 
difference is ΔB.  Fig.3-5 shows the test circuit. The primary voltage is shown in 
Fig.3-7 and Fig.3-8.  
         
           Fig. 3-7 Voltage of primary (1)                      Fig.3-8 Voltage of primary (2) 
According to Fig.3-4 and Eq.(3-2), we obtain Eq.(3-3). 
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 Test conditions of Fig.3-5 and Fig.3-6 are as following. (a) Vi is DC voltage source, 
the serial resistance has already been known, based on the output voltage at t = 0 and 
the oscillation cycle 10-6 Sec, we obtain Rm=167Ω. (b) The magnetizing current shows 
the effect of  pulse width on magnetizing inductance. In Fig.3-4, with 10kHz PWM 
switching frequency in Toff >Ton demagnetizing mode, the pulse duration Ton will be 
Ton<50µS, therefore, iL= iL(Vi , t )= iL(24v, 50μS) ≈ 1A .  To show the tested voltage 
drop more clearly, as the magnetizing current keeps unchanged or i1=1A,  the DC 
voltage and  the serial resistance are regulated to Vi = 42.5V and R1 = 33Ω, 
respectively. (c) To obtain the primary magnetizing inductance Lm , there is Eg.(3-4) 
based on  Eq.(3-2) and Eq.(3-3). 
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2)  The specially-designed demagnetizing  circuit 
In switching operation, the sustaining time of inverse H makes contribution to the 
demagnetizing results. When the demagnetizing is completed, the finish will be at 
quadrant I, with its start point at quadrant III. Fig.3-6 shows the test circuit. 
Two cases as following may happen. 
(1) The forward magnetizing begins when the ith switching inverse demagnetizing 
current has returned to zero. In this case, the magnetic field intensity is zero, the 
residual magnetic flux density is -BBri , while the magnetizing start point is (0,-BriB ). 
(2) The forward magnetizing begins when the ith switching inverse demagnetizing 
current has not returned to zero. In this case, the demagnetizing field intensity is 
-Hi , the magnetic flux density is -BBri , while the magnetizing start point is 
(-Hi,-BriB ). Suppose that the abnormal magnetic saturation region is taken no 
consideration, the multi-valued nonlinear B-H loop can be seen as a rectangle, or 
there is -BBri ≈ -BriiB  . It means that with a specially-designed demagnetizing circuit, 
the magnetizing start point can be approximately seen as (0, -BBri). There will be 
different tested waveforms for different magnetizing start points ( Fig.3-7, 
Fig.3-8).   According to Eq.(3-3),  corresponding Rm values are also different. 
It indicates that there are different iron losses for different magnetizing start 
points. Detailed computations are omitted . 
3） Rm and R 'm      
It should be pointed out that the iron loss equivalent resistance Rm which is 
obtained based on Fig.3-8 and Eq.(3-3), only corresponds to the iron loss between the 
magnetizing start point (0,BBri) and the finish point (Hi,BriiB ) in B-H chart. 
There are following notes in practical applications. 
(1) When there is no oscillation at the rising edge of the secondary step response，the 
loaded secondary step response will finish during the monotone increasing of  Hi 
starting from zero. In this case, the Rm values can be used directly. 
(2) When there are oscillations at the rising edge of the secondary step response, for 
the tested electronic transformer, relations between the magnetic flux density and 
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magnetic field intensity have formed a loop in B-H chart. In those cases, both the 
iron loss occurred in the increase of magnetic field intensity and the iron loss 
occurred in the decrease of magnetic field intensity should be taken into 
consideration. It means that it is necessary to find the revised value R'm based on 
Rm .  According to Ref. [2] and [11], the iron loss occurred when the magnetic 
field intensity increases is approximately half of the overall iron loss, or R'm ≈ 0.5 
Rm = 83Ω. 
(3) For fully-loaded transformers, even there is no oscillation at the rising edge of  
secondary step response , R'm ≈ 83Ω will also be used in the analysis, without 
taking the transformer load state into consideration, since the iron loss is a small 
quantity compared with the transformer load, and can be ignored. 
(4) R'm is taken as the iron loss equivalent resistance in the step response of the 
transformer. The actual B-H loop can then be imagined: 10000/50 = 200 tiny 
ellipses are attached on the curve in Fig.3-2, with point (0,BBri) as the reference. 
C.  Estimate of LS , RI  and C'S  
1)  The secondary step response in loaded transformers 
As the electronic transformer operates with rated voltage and rated load, the  
tested secondary step response is shown in Fig.3-9. Rm , LS and C'S values no longer 
keep constant because the values of V,  dV/dt,  i,  di/dt and Φ, dΦ/dt are varying. But in 
this discussion, based on the overall effect analysis of those parameters on the step 
response, Rm , LS and C'S are considered constants. 
2)  Mathematic model of secondary step response  
The characteristic Eq.(3-1) takes the form b3S 3+b2S 2+b1S+b0 = 0. There will be 
three different real roots according to the step response of the full loaded transformer 
(t[0, 18µS], see Fig.3-9). As a result, the step response of the transformer secondary 
can be obtained by Eq.(3-5) and Eq.(3-6).   
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In the modeling of Fig.3-9,  fitting 
result and the expression are to be 
considered. Constraints are introduced 
into the estimate method   to deal 
with the expression. 
  Based on Eq.(3-1) and Eq.(3-5), by 
means of the method of equating 
coefficients, the constraint equations 
are obtained as shown by Eq.(3-7) and (3-8). 
    
Fig. 3-9  Experimental waveform 
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  Also, based on residue method and the initial conditions of energy storage elements, 
following constraints are obtained. 
x2 < 0,  x4< 0,  x1 x3 < 0,  x5> 0 
3). Curve fitting      The curve fitting is briefly introduced as follows. 
(1) Sample space   Under conditions of 10 kHz PWM frequency and resetting the 
magnetizing start point by Toff >Ton , 10000 groups data are sampled by the 
oscilloscope for the curve in Fig.3-9, and  stored in array files. More attentions 
should be paid to the data within  t(0－, 20 μS). 
(2) Objective function  The modeling of the step response of full-loaded 
transformer is in fact to find its optimum solution as shown by Eq.(3-9), where Uoi 
stands for the ith sample of the secondary step response at time ti
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(3) Solutions of x1, x2, … x5   In order to find the optimum solutions of x1, x2, … 
x5, a set of nonlinear equations based on  Eq.(3-9) are to be solved. Numerical 
solutions of x1, x2, … x5 are available  by means of MATLAB. Following are 
the numerical solutions of  Eq.(3-6) and Eq.(3-10), the numerical form of 
Eq.(3-9). 
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  4) Solution of the set of equations    Based on Eq.(3-1) and Eq.(3-5), by means of 
the method of equating coefficients, Eq.(3-11), Eq.(3-12) and Eq.(3-13) are obtained. 
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  It has been known that Ui is DC voltage source, R''2 = =R'2 // R'm＝R2 (k12)2//R'm , 
k12= 0.0581=N1/N2, R2=48.4Ω, and R'm ≈ 83Ω when the residual magnetizing is of the 
same direction as magnetizing. According to those variables given above, combined 
with the solutions of x1, x2, … x5; RI = 0.032Ω, Rm=167Ω, Rm’= 83Ω, LS = 22.0 μH 
and C'S =51nF are obtained. 
3.2.3 Examination of the estimate method and estimated results 
A.  Comparison between the estimate method and conventional methods 
Based on the output response of the transformer corresponding to the PWM 
regulated step input, the estimate method takes more parameters than conventional 
methods into consideration at the same time. Compared with experimental waveforms, 
better simulations are obtained by the estimate method.  Tab. 3-1 shows the 
comparison between the estimate method and conventional methods. 
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Tab.3-1 Comparison of the estimate method with conventional methods 
Items The estimate method Conventional Methods 
Operating principle Indirect, soft measurement,  
A number of parameters 
Obtained   by a single 
measurement 
Usually direct, hard 
measurement, Several 
measurements for a single 
parameter 
Number of tests 
  
2  >8 
Magnetizing start  point Considered No consideration 
Coil voltage and voltage 
gradient du/dt 
With rated step pulse input, 
Close to actual operation 
state 
With low voltage sine input, 
Far away from actual 
operation 
 
Current i and  di/dt , 
Fluctuation of  µ 
Rated current intensity 
used,  Fluctuation of µ 
considered 
Open circuit, or short circuit 
with lower voltage,  
fluctuation of µ ignored 
 
Parameters ignored 
Leakage capacitance and 
leakage inductance 
obtained the same time 
Leakage capacitance ignored 
in obtaining leakage 
inductance 
Frequency spectrum Rich in step response Single frequency 
Computation Complicated at the 
beginning, but easier as  
programmed 
A great number of simple 
calculations, easier lead to 
errors 
Iron loss Considered No consideration 
Skin effect and 
proximity effect 
Both considered Considering proximity effect 
while skin effect considered, 
not seen 
 
Simulation results 
 
Better approximations to  
experimental waveforms, 
with unloaded, half-loaded,  
full-loaded transformers 
Simulation results for 
unloaded, as well as for 
full-loaded transformers in a 
 single report, not yet seen 
 
Equipments need 
Storage oscilloscope, 
switches 
 
Bridge, signal generator, 
amplifier, conventional 
electric meters 
 
B.  Comparison examination of the estimated results 
1)  Results comparison analysis       YD2816 digital bridge, EM1463 signal 
generator and amplifier are used in the conventional measurement of primary and 
secondary parameters of the transformer. The measured values are normalized to 
corresponding elements  shown in Fig.3-3. 
(1) Coil resistance RI   The primary DC resistance r1 = 0.0154Ω, while r2 = 1.928Ω 
for the secondary. In Fig.3-3 and Fig.3-4, the normalized coil DC resistance RI = 
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r1 + r2 k 122 = 0.0219Ω. Though the AC impedance for given frequency is 
available based on DC resistances r1 and r2 , but the approach effect should not be 
undervalued. It is so far seldom seen in coil resistance measurement that both 
skin effect and  approach effect are taken into consideration at the same time. 
       Fig.3-10. Leakage inductance by conventional method 
(2) Leakage inductance LS    In conventional methods[7], as the distributed 
capacitance is ignored, 25 frequencies from 50Hz through 100kHz are used as 
input in the measurement. The primary leakage inductance L1S is obtained as the 
secondary of the transformer has been short-circuited. The secondary leakage 
inductance L2S  is obtained as the primary has been short-circuited. The 
equivalent leakage inductance is then LS= L1S + (k12)2L2S . Fig.3-10 shows the 
results.  It is obvious 
that, except few cases, 
the leakage inductance 
decreases as the voltage 
frequency increases.  
But how to find the 
leakage inductance 
under the conditions of 
PWM input, which is of 
very rich frequency 
components, still 
remains to be solved.  Besides, as the iron core is made of materials of very 
high magnetic conductivities (µ>>1), the leakage inductance will be increased 
further[4]. Furthermore,  magnetic start point, current intensity, as well as  
sustaining time of the current, also make contributions to µ. But  they are 
usually not taken into consideration in conventional methods. 
(3) Iron loss equivalent resistance Rm     The iron loss equivalent resistance in 
transient state of transformer is often ignored [4-8]. For the sake of later 
comparison, a normalized iron loss equivalent resistance Rm = 3.235 Ω is 
obtained by measuring the iron loss power consume of unloaded transformer with 
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conventional Wattmeter, with rated voltage at 50Hz power frequency[1].  It 
should be pointed out that the iron loss equivalent resistance is obtained in the 
stationary sine state.  As a result, it can not be directly used to describe energy 
loss occurs in the transient state of high-frequency switching circuit. 
(4) Equivalent capacitance CS    In conventional methods[2][11], signals with 
continuously-adjustable frequency are used to find the resonance frequency of 
the tested circuit. Three capacitances are tested at first, the capacitance across the 
high-voltage lead and the low-voltage lead of the primary, the capacitance across 
the high-voltage lead and the low-voltage lead of the secondary, and the 
capacitance across the two high-voltage leads. Based on the 3 capacitances, 
together with the transformation ratio, the equivalent capacitance is CS’=85.1 nF 
(detailed computation omitted). It is worth knowing that the equivalent 
capacitance is obtained with sine input on unloaded transformer. But in switching 
state, due to the different voltage distribution, different current load, and different 
di/dt distribution in the coil, the voltage fluctuation rate will directly affect the 
dynamic capacitance of the transformer[2][11]. 
Tab. 3-2 shows the comparison results of the estimate method with conventional 
methods. 
Tab. 3-2  Results comparison 
Parameter Unit This method Conventional  methods 
RI Ω 0.032 0.0219(DC resistance) 
Rm Ω 167 3.235(with 50Hz power frequency) 
R'm Ω 83  
LS μH 22 90 (with 50Hz power frequency and rated voltage)
C'S nF 51 
 
85.1  (by resonance) 
2).  Simulation analysis on the estimate method       Based on the estimated 
parameters and the circuit in Fig.3-3, MATLAB is introduced to obtain simulated 
waveforms. The simulation conditions are: Toff >Ton demagnetizing mode, both start 
point and finish point of ∆B are in Quadrant I (positive Y axis included), with rated DC 
voltage applied on the primary. Fig.3-11 and  Fig.3-12 are the MATLAB simulated 
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Fig.3-11  Secondary step response waveform     Fig.3-12  Secondary step response waveform 
(Full-load)                                  (Half-load ) 
 
Fig.3-13.  Secondary step response waveform 
 (Unload) 
waveforms for different load conditions , 
respectively. 
Fig.3-13 is the simulated waveforms for 
unload cases with or without considering 
the iron loss resistance R'm , respectively 
Experiments are also conducted under 
same conditions as for unload. 
The detailed analysis is as follows. 
(1) The simulated waveforms fairly fit         
the experimental waveforms, regardless the transformer is full loaded, half loaded, 
or unloaded. It indicates that the equivalent parameters estimated from the 
secondary step response under conditions of rated load and rated voltage, are more 
applicable than those by conventional methods. 
(2) In underloaded cases as shown in Fig.3-13, taking Rｍ' into consideration brings 
higher accuracy. It can be clearly seen that there is a significant deviation between 
the simulation and the experiment without Rｍ'. 
(3) Electronic transformer is a nonlinear, time-varying system with 3-dimentional 
distributed parameters. The estimate model is based on 2-dimentional lumped 
parameters. Therefore, it is impossible to completely approximate the dynamic 
coupling characteristics of the transformer by energy transformation within lumped 
parameters. That is why there will always be differences between the simulated 
curves and the tested waveforms. 
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(4) Another reason leads to the deviation between the simulation and experiment is 
that in the estimate model, the serial dissipation caused by the “flows” such as 
copper lost and eddy current lost, are taken into consideration, but the parallel 
dissipation caused by the “leakages” such as magnetic hysteresis and the energy 
radiations, etc. are ignored. 
(5) The likelihood computation is extremely difficult, since there are too many things 
to be considered in the computation between the estimation model and the actual 
electronic transformer. To be more simply and practically, the method of equating 
coefficients is introduced into the likelihood analysis. 
C.  Metrological review on the accuracy of the elements 
Fig.3-3(a) and (b) show the 2-dimentional topology structures consist of resistive 
element R, reactive elements L and C. With PWM step inputs, the characteristic study 
of electronic transformer can be conducted by means of comparing the output 
responses of the model with those of the actual transformer. The differential equation 
reflects not only the feedback mechanism in a system, but also the output response of 
the system. The simulated outputs reflect the functional relations of the system in a 
visual and continuous way. Comparison of the simulation model with actual 
transformer is shown in Tab. 3-3. 
 
Tab. 3-3 Comparison of simulation model with actual electronic transformer 
 
Items Actual Transformer Simulation Model 
Nature of elements Distributed parameters Lumped equivalent parameters 
Quantity of 
elements 
Numerous Limited 
Topology feature 3-Dimentional 2-Dimentional 
Mathematically A set of partial differential 
equations with varying 
coefficients 
Linear differential equations with 
constant coefficients 
Transformation 
within elements 
Energy exchange Information exchange 
Output of dynamic 
processing 
Tested waveforms of 
voltage, current, etc 
Simulated waveforms of 
voltage,current, etc 
Dissipation ▽P＝－Df I2R 
Potential energy 
storage 
▽f ＝－EP∂P/∂t 0.5CU 2
Flow energy 
storage 
▽P ＝－Ef∂f/∂t 0.5LI2
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In Tab. 3-3, P is the potential gradient;  D , the coefficient of energy transferred 
to heat ; f , the flow;  EP , the potential accumulation across unit length ; Ef the flow 
accumulation across unit length . 
The simulation model is a homomorphic mapping of a transformer. There are 
considerable differences in the quantity and characteristics of the elements, as well as 
the combinational order structure. The likelihood  analysis between the model  and  
the  actual transformer is based on the outputs corresponding to the PWM step inputs. 
Neither comparison with standard devices, nor direct measurement by conventional 
electric meters is available in the accuracy analysis of the resistance, inductance and 
capacitance used in the simulation model.  The metrological accuracy analysis of the 
elements should be based on the likelihood properties under specified conditions. More 
practically, the accuracy analysis of the lumped equivalent parameters should be based 
on the results obtained under conditions that V,  dV/dt, i, di/dt and Φ, dΦ/dt, as well 
as the magnetizing start point and the pulse width, are as close as possible to the actual 
operation state. 
Based on the estimated parameters, satisfactory results are obtained in the snubber 
circuit design of push-pull inverters, as well as in the design of low pass filers. 
 
3.3  Analysis on Leakage Inductance of a Push-pull 
Transformer 
3.3.1  The Relativity of Leakage Inductance 
1) The common way to regard leakage inductance          The transformer  to 
be analyzed is commonly  
shown  like Fig.3-14.  The  
deduction equaling   
leakage inductance  to  a 
lumped one Lii  at its own  
side Ni seems logical, but the 
conclusion cannot be directly  
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Fig. 3-14:  Push-pull inverter 
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used. Because mutual leakage  inductance  between  primary  windings and 
secondary winding, relates to the power flow, and mutual  leakage  inductance  
between  two primary  windings, relates to current switching. 
2)  Transformer 
Transformers are used to realize 
electric isolation and voltage 
superposition. The primary 
conditions : N1 = N2 =12 turns 24V 
DC input with 10 kHz PWM 
switching frequency. The 
secondary conditions : N3 = 206 
turns, 220V 50 Hz, AC output with 
load R2=48.4Ω.   Fig.3-15 shows 
the transformer configuration, with 
70 mm iron core thickness. Fig.3-2 
is the B-H chart at 50 Hz power 
frequency. 
       
1) The relativity of leakage flux         
Fig.3-16 demonstrates the 
magnetic flux of a three-winding 
transformer based on the author’s 
perspective. φ’12∈{φ12, φ21,0},φ’23
∈{φ23, φ32,0},φ’21∈{φ13, φ31,0}.  The mutual flux between pairs of windings φij, 
which accounts for the flux produced by current ij links only winding Ni . The 
self-flux of the winding, φδi ,  produced by its individual current,  ii , links only each 
individual winding.  Lij is the structure mutual inductance in accordance with φij,.   
To coils Ni and Nj , Lij is  also their mutual inductance, or call it mutual leakage 
inductance temporarily, but to the excitation winding Nj and the rest of the windings, 
it’s the leakage inductance.  This dissertation temporarily defines it as leakage 
     Fig.3-15   Structure of push-pull transformer 
 i1
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i3φ13
φ23 φ21 ′
′
′
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Fig. 3-16:  Flux of transformer  
with three windings 
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inductance.  
In Fig.3-16, the magnetic 
fluxes within three windings 
differ when the direction of 
power flow differs. When the 
energy flow in Fig.3-14 is  from 
N1 to N3 and N2 is open circuit, 
then Fig.3-16 can be redrawn to 
Fig.3-17 (for the sake of drawing 
convenience, the positions of N1 and N2 are exchanged).  On the way prompts: 
because N2 is an open circuit, the mutual leakage flux φ’21  exists in the form of 
structure leakage flux φ’δi,  self leakage flux of N1 increased to φδ1 +φ’δ1 ; φ’23 exists 
in the form of φ’δ3, self leakage flux of N3 increases to φδ3+φ’δ3 .   Obviously, the 
leakage inductances corresponding to the leakage fluxes in Fig.3-16 differ from that 
of  Fig.3-17. 
 4）Input current of transformer and flux of transformer with three windings. 
 
φδ1
N1
N2 
φδ1 φδ3′ ′ φδ3 
N3 
 
Fig. 3-17:  Flux of transformer  
with two windings 
  Fig.3-18 shows the main circuit of 
push-pull topology VSI. 
The input current of  the 
transformer ii consists of iT and iD, 
where iT is the current passing 
through the switching devices T1/T2, 
iD is the current passing through the sustaining diodes D2/D1, respectively. Eq. (3-14) 
and (3-15) express the transformer input current ii .  
 
Fig. 3-18   Uin-polar SPWM signal 
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Fig.3-19 and Fig.3-20 show the waveforms of ii . 
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Fig. 3-18:  Input current of transformer I         Fig.3-19  Input current of transformer II 
With current switching from N1 to N2 as an example, the following could be 
obtained: 
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where, ΛFe, core reluctance; Λδ1 , the corresponding reluctance to φδ1;  Λ12, the 
corresponding reluctance to φ’12; Λ13, the corresponding reluctance to φ’13; Wi, the 
number of turns of Ni. Because i3 is a sine-like waveform, di3/dt is much smaller than 
di1/dt and di2/dt，the fourth element in the right hand side could be neglected. 
Considering the existence of freewheeling circuit，i1+ i2 = I0(constant)，W1=W2 , we 
could get 
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voltage e12 induced in the mutual 
inductance between N1 and N2 , i.e. 
As there is no snubber, the turn-off 
voltage overshooting on the switching 
devices is shown in Fig.3-20. 
3.3.2  The existing test method 
1) Parameter Estimate Take the 
leakage inductance between N1 and N2 
for example, with a short circuit 
applied to N2 side, the measurement result got from N1 side is the sum of leakage 
inductance of N1 side and leakage inductance of N2 referred to N1 side, i.e.: 
 
t/μs20μs/div 
50
V
/d
iv
Uce2
V/V
Uce1
 
 Fig.3-20 Waveform of IGBT turn-off 
 without snubber 
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Fig.3-17 shows the magnetic flux of the push-pull transformer under this condition. 
Compare Eq.(3-18) and Eq.(3-19), usually 2Lδ1 + 2L13 ≠ Lδ1−L12, so the leakage 
inductance got from this process cannot be used in calculating the overvoltage 
quantitatively which comes out when switching the current  between two primary 
windings. 
 2) Separate leakage inductances   As indicated by Fig.3-16 and Fig.3-17, when 
current flows only through two windings of a three-winding transformer, portion of 
magnetic flux through air could change and the corresponding leakage inductance 
changes consequently. Because the number of independent equations is always less 
than the number of unknown variables, the corresponding leakage inductances cannot 
be separated and must be equivalently tested. Therefore, values of L11, L22, and L33 in 
Fig 3-14 are hard to confirm. 
 
3.3.3  Determine the mutual leakage inductances between two 
primary windings 
A.  Determine the mutual leakage inductances 
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Take turn off T1 state of as an example，Vce1，the turn-off voltage of IGBT is 
measured when switching the current between two primary windings without snubber 
circuit. 
Vce1 =－｛(Lδ1－L12)+LT+LL｝I0/Δt                 (3 -20) 
In which, LT = 20nH, the internal inductance of IGBT；LL=180nH, inductance of 
main circuit；Δt = 250nS, turn-off time；I0=20A, current before switching in N1；
Replacing Vce1in Fig.3-20, we could get L1= (Lδ1－L12) = 1.9 μH and L2 = (Lδ2－L21) 
=1.9 μH in the same method. 
B.  Comparison examination of the estimated results 
 (1) YD2816 digital bridge, EM1463 signal generator and amplifier are used in the 
conventional measurement of the transformer. These measurements were realized 
with a TDS-320B and TDS-340A. 
 (2) Results comparison of leakage inductance between two primary windings      
In conventional methods, the leakage inductance of N1 LS12 = 2Lδ1+L13  is 
obtained as the N2 has been short circuited. The leakage inductance of N2 LS21  = 
2Lδ2+L23 is obtained as the N1 has been short circuited. N3 is open circuited during 
the measurement. The results are shown in Tab. 3-4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3.4  Determine the mutual leakage inductances between  primary 
winding and secondary winding 
Tab. 3-4  Results comparison 
Conventional  methods 
Parameter Unit Our method 
With 50Hz  With 10kHz 
L12S  µH      －      3.0      2.3 
L21S  µH － 2.9      2.2 
L1 µH      1.9 － － 
L2 µH      1.9 － － 
L13S mH      6.3 13.8 8.8 
 
The mutual leakage inductances between  primary winding and secondary 
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winding can be obtained by Tab. 3-2 Results comparison.  L13 = L23 = 22 μH. 
3.3.5   Experiment 
A. Validation of leakage inductance between the primary winding and the 
secondary winding 
Voltage drop on effective leakage inductance is used to determine the parameters. 
The equivalent circuit of the procedure that primary winding transfers power to 
secondary winding is shown in Fig 3-3(a) （Set  k12 = k13）. Because input voltage of 
filter Vi  is a two-level PWM wave and  Vo is a sine wave ，voltage is hard to test 
directly. Method proposed by the author can solve this problem: 
1) Test dc voltage Ed and modulation ratio α under specified load and rated output 
voltage Vo conditions.  With Full-load , set Cs = C = 8μF. 
2) Maintain dc voltage Ed and modulation ratio 
α. 
3) Set  C = Co＝0.8μF. Test voltage on Co 
under no load condition, VI* ＝ VI (the 
maximum value). Experiment circuit is 
shown in Fig.3-21. Because of the no load condition and C >> Co , voltage drop on 
inductance can be neglected compared with full-load the condition. 
∗
IE  
L=L1
Co 
IE
PWM
 
Fig.3-21  The circuit for measuring 
4) Voltage drop on the filter ΔV ＝EI－Eo ≈EI*－Eo＝ ΔE . Eo is maximum output 
voltage of inverter with rectifier load. 
5) When neglecting the resistance of the winding，from ΔU =ωL3I3, we could get 
immediately ： 
L3 = ΔU/(ωi3) = ΔU / [ω ( 2oi  + )2Ci 0.5] = (229−220) /(314*4.87) = 5.9 mH.  
   Obviously， compared to the results in Tab.3-4, the leakage inductance between 
the primary and secondary winding got in this method could reflect the low pass 
filter effect of push-pull transformer better. 
B. Validation of leakage inductance between the two primary windings 
1) Change load to modify the turned-off current I0.
2) Sustain the forward and backward grid voltage and grid resistance of IGBT to keep Δt 
≈ 250nS. 
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3) Experiment on the original settings to keep stray inductance  LT = 20 nH and line 
inductance  LL = 180 nH  unchanged. 
4) Without snubber        The real measurement values of spike voltage when turning 
off the different current and the corresponding results of Eq. (3-20) are shown in 
Tab.3-5 
 
Tab. 3-5  Spike voltage of IGBT turn-off without snubber 
Spike voltage when turning off different I0
Leakage inductance 
I0 =40A I0 =30A I0 =20A I0 =10A 
L1=Lδ1−L12=1.9μH 336 252 168 84 
2Lδ1+ 2L13 =3.0μH 512 384 256 128 
2Lδ1+ 2L13 =2.3μH 400 300 200 100 
Real measurement value/V 310 248 168 90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Replacing the above results to Eq.(3-18),  which expresses their relationships with 
spike voltage,  to validate the result. We could get: 
(1) Eq.(3-20) could quantify the spike voltage of push-pull transformer when 
switching current  between  primary  windings.  
(2) Replace the effective inductance L1  in Eq.(3-20) could calculate the turn off         
spike voltage. 
(3) The leakage inductance got from conventional method is 2Lδ1+ 2L13. If the 
inductance got under 50Hz and 10kHz are used in quantifying turn-off spike 
voltage with different current, large deviation exists.  
3.3.6   Effective leakage inductances of push-pull transformer 
Both the low pass filter effect between primary and secondary windings and 
communication effect within primary windings associate with those inductances 
which are a portion of  L11, L22 and L33. However, it’s difficult to separate these three 
lumped equivalent inductances. Therefore, this chapter only focuses on the integrated 
effect those leakage inductances have on the circuit under rated working condition. 
Besides, effective leakage inductances L1, L2 and L3 are defined consequently. 
A.  Set  L1 = (Lδ1−L 12) and L 2 = (Lδ2− L 21).       
 L1 and L2 function only when current is switching between two primary windings 
according to actual condition. When focusing on the energy transferring between 
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primary and secondary windings, we have L1 = L2 = 0； 
B.  Set  L3 = k213L’δ1+ L’δ3 .  
L3   functions only when current is switching between the primary winding and 
the secondary winding. When focusing on the current switching between two primary 
windings, we have: L3 = 0.  
1Lδ′ , leakage inductance corresponding to leakage magnetic flux φδ1+φ’δ1 
associated with N1 under two winding working condition; 3Lδ′  , leakage inductance 
corresponding to leakage magnetic flux φδ3+φ’δ3   associated with N3 under two 
winding working condition. 
C. Main circuit of push-pull transformer expressed by effective leakage inductances 
  Then, much convenience has brought in the design of the filter[13][14] , snubber 
circuit [15][16] and state equations of the control system. 
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Fig.3-22  Effective leakage inductances 
3.4  State Equation 
Taking into account the resistance-inductance load, the load in Fig.3-22 is 
composed of pure resistance R  and inductance L . So each loop equation of 
push-pull transformer is shown as Eq.(3-21), Eq. (3-22), Eq. (3-23), Eq. (3-24) and Eq. 
(3-25). 
0 0
(L1m＋l1) di1/dt = M12 di2 /dt ＋ M13di3/dt ＋e1             (3-21) 
(L2m＋l2) di2/dt = M21di1/dt － M23 di3/dt ＋e2                   (3-22) 
(L3m＋l3) di3 /dt = M31 d (i1-i2)/dt－vo                          (3-23) 
dvo /dt = (i3－io)/C                         (3-24) 
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L0 dio/dt = －R0io+ vo                              (3-25) 
Because of the symmetry demonstrated in Fig.3-22, the following relationships 
could obtain. 
L1m = L2m = M12 = M21= Lm；l1= l2 = l ；L3m = k2 Lm ；M31= M23 = M13 = M32 = kLm
So Eq.(3-21), Eq. (3-22), Eq. (3-23), Eq. (3-24) and Eq. (3-25) can be expressed in 
matrix form, as Eq. (3-26). 
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3.5  Summary 
Comparison analysis based on experimental waveforms indicates that the estimate 
method presents a better approximation to electronic transformer in pulse operation. 
To obtain better results in the application of the estimate method, it is helpful to put 
more attentions on following notes. 
(1) In muti-winding transformer, the concepts of mutual leakage inductance and  
leakage inductance are relative to each winding’s working condition. 
(2) Test the push-pull transformer when the value of V、dV/dt，i、di/dt and φ、dφ/dt 
are nearly in accordance with the value under real work condition. Use effective 
leakage inductance to describe the integrated influence leakage inductors have 
on the external circuit. Quantitative calculation can be obtained and the results 
are consistent with theoretical analysis. 
(3) Magnetic fluxes differ when current switches between two primary windings in 
a push-pull transformer, at the same time, it’s a hard task to separate them and 
the calculation should use the spike voltage which is produced when switching 
the maximum current. 
(4) Mutual leakage inductance between primary windings should be calculated with 
the step response under rated voltage and full-load condition. 
(5) To find the simulation model by means of homomorphic mapping, the meterage 
of the elements should be carried out under conditions as close as possible to 
the actual operation. The prototype response is at first mapped on the model, 
corresponding elements can then be obtained quantitatively. 
  (6) In the curve fitting of the secondary step response, to meet the constraints 
mentioned before, also to obtain higher curve fitting accuracy, the sampling 
interval should be at least 4 times larger than the conduction time of the actual 
transformer within one cycle. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Low Loss Passive Snubber in 
Push-pull Voltage Source Inverter 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Owing to the advantages of less switching devices, good electrical isolation and 
better output adjustability, push-pull topology Voltage Source Inverter(VSI) are often 
used in DC/DC and DC/AC converters in the cases such as aeroplane[1],railway[2], etc. 
High voltage crossing the switching devices is its disadvantage. IGBT brings more 
application choices to push-pull topology VSI. It is evident that switching condition 
plays a very important role in the development of push-pull topology VSI. To increase 
power density and reliability, the main focus in the studies of snubber/soft switching 
technology are 
(1) Combination of active and passive modes. 
(2) No additional switching devices. 
(3) No additional sensors and control circuits. 
(4) The less devices the better. 
(5) Free from parasitic oscillation. 
(6) Current through switching devices is in a acceptable level. 
(7) Independent discharge circuit[5]. 
In the snubber/soft switching technology of bridge topology VSI, studies are 
mainly focused on the following aspects: multi-level[6], multi-objective optimization[7], 
low loss[8], no loss[5-6] and free from snuber. Though there are disadvantages of high 
current loop and strict quality demands to the voltage clamp capacitor, the push-pull 
forward topology is good at suppressing the turn-off voltage on the switching devices. 
Studies on resonant ZCS and ZCT are in Ref.[10]. Compared with the studies 
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mentioned above, the progress of snubber/soft switching technology in push-pull 
topology VSI is relatively slow. In Ref.[2], the passive snubber consumes energy 
because the switching devices are part of the discharge loop. There is not only the 
energy dissipation in related inductors, but also the additional loss of the doubled 
voltage due to the push-pull topology. Analyses on total harmonic distortion and 
distortion factor of PWM push-pull and two-armed push-pull VSIs were presented in 
Ref.[2] [11], but the snubber discharge current passes through the transformer. They 
works well in DC/DC conversion, but in DC/AC conversion, there are significant high 
frequency components in the VSI output. The main considerations and ingredients 
affecting the study on push-pull VSI are:  
(1) Parameters such as leakage inductance should be taken into consideration in 
the snubber design. But the relativity of the leakage flux between the 3 windings of 
the transformer, as well as the relativity of corresponding leakage inductances, still 
remain to be solved both theoretically and practically[13]. 
(2) More energy is absorbed and dissipated by the snubber.  
(3) The two switching devices are connected by their emitters. Thus, it is very 
difficult to learn from the common used bridge VSI, neither in circuit nor 
snubber/soft switching technology. 
In the development of a 30 kW instantaneous voltage compensator[4], push-pull 
topology was employed due to the consideration of voltage superposition. To suppress 
the turn-off voltage overshooting on the switching devices, a low loss passive snubber 
was developed and introduced into the voltage compensator. Experiments show that 
the snubber well meets the 7 topics[5]given before. The turn-off voltage overshooting 
on the switching devices was successfully suppressed. Satisfactory AC output 
waveform was also obtained. 
4.2 Circuit Analysis 
4.2.1  Main circuit and snubber 
A. Main circuit. 
Fig.4-1 shows the main circuit of push-pull topology VSI[2-3,11], where N1 and N2
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are the primaries, N3  the 
secondary;  i1, i2 and i3  are 
corresponding currents; l1 and 
l2 are the effective mutual 
inductive leakages which 
affect the snubber design 
directly. Driven by Uge1 and 
Uge2, the input current of the 
transformer ii consists of iT 
and iD, where iT is the current 
passing through the switching 
devices T1/T2;  iD, the current 
passing through the 
sustaining diodes D2/D1, 
respectively. Fig.4-2 shows 
the waveform of ii . 
 
Fig. 4-1   A basic push-pull voltage source inverter 
Equ.(4-1) shows the 
transformer input current ii . 
 
         Fig.4-2  Input current of transformer 
Based on Fig.4-1 and Fig.4-2, following conclusions can be drawn:  
)()()()()()()( 122121 ττττ DTDTi iiiitititi +++=+=                   (4-1) 
(1)  iT is of the same polarity as E0, energy is passed to load Z as long as T1/T2 is 
turned on. On the other hand, iT is of the opposite polarity as E0, the energy stored in 
transformer B and load Z will be fed back to E0 as D1/D2 works in sustaining state.  
(2)  In Fig.4-2, the positive part in the waveform represents iT, the negative part 
represents iD.  
(3) Values of |diT /dt | and | diD / dt | are very large in the switching transient moment.  
As there is no snubber, the turn-off voltage overshooting on the switching devices 
will reach 1200V, as shown in Fig.4-3. 
The high voltage overshooting not only brings significant switching loss, but also 
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gets very close to the maximum inverse 
voltage limit of the switching device. It 
is necessary to suppress the turn-off 
voltage overshooting to a safe level. 
 
D3
D1T1 Eo N1 
N2 
C1
L1
D4D2
T2 D5 
B 
N3
 
Fig.4-4.  The low loss snubber circuit  
B. The low loss passive snubber 
in push-pull VSI. 
To suppress the turn-off voltage 
overshooting on the switching devices, 
a low loss passive snubber is 
introduced into the push-pull VSI, as 
shown in Fig.4-4. 
 iT1/V
20
0V
/d
iv
 
25μs/div t/μs  
        Fig.4-3 Turn-off voltage overshooting  
on switching device 
Schematic drawing of voltage and 
current operation waveforms are 
shown in Fig.4-5. 
 
 
    
Fig.4-5  Voltage and current operation waveforms 
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4.2.2  Turn-off analysis on switching devices (v0 and io of same 
polarity) 
A.  ModeI (t0−t1), T1 turned on. 
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Fig.4-6  The relevant circuit  
In this case, Vge2 < 0, T2 is turned 
off. Diodes D1, D2, D3 and D4 are 
also turned off. Fig.4-6 shows the 
equivalent circuit in Fig.4-4. 
i1(t) keeps increasing within (t0−t1). 
The energy is passed from E0 to Z by 
the transformer, when the leakage 
inductance between N1 and N2 is 
ignored[13]. 
during the T1 on-period 
Fig.4-7 shows the currents in N1  
(in1) and C1(iC). 
B. ModeII (t1−t2) T1 turned off . 
As T1 is turned off, iT1 decreases 
very sharply and l1di1/dt is of the 
same polarity as E0, where l1 is the 
effective leakage inductance between N1 and N2[13]. At the same time, D3 is turned on. 
In this case, the magnetic energy stored in Ll becomes electric energy. This energy, 
together with the energy from E0, starts charging C1. Note that the L1 branch is 
ignored in the analysis, because the current in L1 is not allowed to change suddenly. 
According to i1 = iT1 + iC1 = I 0 and immediate changing characteristic of iC1 ,  i1＞0. 
The IGBT turn-off time toff  ≈ 200 ns. The turn-off time of i1(τ) is accordingly 
adjusted to 3.5μs. Furthermore, there is i1 = iT1 for τ  = 0. As a result, |di1/dt| << 
|diT1/dt|.  It brings significant |di/dt| decrease to the transformer leakage inductance, 
as well as to the related stray inductances. Finally, vce1, the turn-off voltage 
overshooting on the switching device T1, is lowered significantly. Fig.4-8 shows the 
charging circuit of C1. 
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Fig.4-7  Current in N1 and C1
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As the winding resistance is 
ignored, the induced voltage of 
N2 can be expressed by  v2  = 
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Fig.4-8  Charging circuit of C1
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Fig.4-9  Superposition of i1 and i2
−L21di1/dt + L22di2/dt −L23di3/dt, 
where Lij stands for the 
inductance between winding i 
and winding j. When D2 starts 
current sustaining by v2, the 
transformer input current ii 
changes from i1 to i2. Fig.4-9 
shows the superposition of i2 
with i1. It should be pointed out 
that because iD2 + iC1 = I0 , the 
transformer input current ii will 
remain unchanged within the 
200ns IGBT turn-off time, with 
no effect on the secondary. 
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l3 C.  ModeIII (t2−t3), the 
current sustaining period.  
Fig.4-10  Current of sustaining circuit 
Fig.4-10 and Fig.4-11 are 
the current sustaining circuit 
and the sustained currents, 
respectively. In this period, ii 
moves from N1 to N2, the 
energy stored in transformer  
B feeds back to E0, and partly  
to Z by LL3[14]. 
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 Fig.4-11  Waveforms of sustained current 
There are two things need 
to be noted in the analysis: 
(1) |ii|＜I0 ; 
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(2) |i2/dt| decreases due to 
the existence of iC(τ). 
D. ModeII + ModeIII (t1−t3) 
Discharge of C1
Fig.4-12 and Fig.4-13 show 
the C1 discharge circuit and its 
equivalent circuit, respectively. 
            
Fig.4-12  C1 Discharge circuit 
 VD5
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C1
C 
+   − 
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Fig.4-13  Equivalent circuit of Fig 4-12 
In Fig.4-13, RD5 is the 
equivalent resistance of Zener 
diode D5 ; vD5 is the discharge 
voltage of D5; LL is the limiting 
inductor; C is the decoupling 
capacitor of DC source. These 
components form an 
independent discharge circuit 
for capacitor C.  Because C >> 
C1, in the turn-off period, there 
is only a tiny DC voltage 
increase on capacitor C. It is 
worth knowing that the 
discharge circuit is completely 
independent from load Z, and of 
no need for a special-designed 
transformer. 
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Fig.4-14  Voltages waveforms of T1 and C1 
(vo and io of same polarity) 
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   Fig.4-15  Voltages waveforms of D2 and C1 
(vo and io of same polarity) 
E. Waveforms in the snubber 
Fig.4-14 and Fig.4-15 are the 
voltage waveforms for the 
switching devices, the sustaining 
diodes and the capacitor, 
respectively. 
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It is evident by the waveforms that  
(1) The turn-off voltage overshooting has been lowered significantly. 
(2) Due to D5, there is a room for the selection of the minimum residual value after 
the discharge. It keeps vC1 = 2E0 + Δv throughout whole discharge period. Therefore, 
the doubled voltage in the push-pull VSI brings no additional loss to the snubber.  
(3) The voltage increase on capacitor C is caused by the IGBT turn-off operation. 
Two switching devices share the capacitor C, as well as the discharge circuit in the 
snubber. 
(4) The discharge current peak value is suppressed due to L1, within 25μs. 
(5) There are no harmful oscillations whether the sustaining diodes are turned-on or 
turned-off. 
4.2.3  Turn-off analysis on switching devices (vo and io of opposite 
polarities) 
A. The transformer input current ii. 
With load power factor cosα＜1 and the filter loss omitted, fundamental wave of ii 
can be expressed by Eq.(4-2). Fig.4-16 shows the current waveform in the case of 
load impedance angle α ≈ − 60° . 
There are following conclusions:  
0 o o
o o o o
0 0
2 sin 2 sin( )
cos cos(2 )
i
i
E i v t i t
v i v ii
E E
t
ω ω α
α ω
⎧ = ⋅⎪⎨ = − −⎪⎩
α
−
                 (4-2) 
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Fig.4-16  Current waveform of α ≈ − 60° 
(1) The ii fundamental 
frequency is as twice as that of 
the power frequency, which is 
consistent with Eq.(4-1). 
(2) The right part in the 
waveform corresponds to the 
case that vo and io are of 
opposite polarities. It shows 
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that the sustaining time of i2(iD2) is longer than that of i1(iT1). 
 (3) Taking the whole waveform into consideration, there is the equation for vo and io 
of opposite polarities: 
With E0>0,the integral result will be negative. It means the DC source absorbs energy. 
      T1 D2 T2 D10 0 0 0
,( )d ( )d ( )d ( )d
t t t t
i i i iτ τ τ τ τ τ τ< <∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ τ    
 (4) The left part in the waveform reflects the case that vo and io are of same polarity. 
It shows that the sustaining time of i2(iD2) is less than the sustaining time of i1(iT1), as 
shown in Fig.4-13 and Fig.4-14. 
(5) Taking the whole waveform into consideration, there is the equation for vo and io 
of same polarity: 
With E0>0, the integral result will be positive. It means the DC source outputs energy. 
       T1 D2 T2 D10 0 0 0
,( )d ( )d ( )d ( )d
t t t t
i i i iτ τ τ τ τ τ τ> >∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ τ  
B. Voltage Stress on D2. 
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+ + 
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   Fig.4-17  Inverse induced voltage of leakage  
Inductance at the end of current sustaining 
As T1 is turned on, D2 will 
be turned off by the inverse 
voltage in transformer B, as 
shown in Fig.4-17. 
Corresponding voltage stress is 
shown in Fig.4-18. 
It can be seen that  
(1) As D2 is turned off, the 
induced voltage polarity of 
LL2 is opposite to E0.  
(2) There is no voltage 
overshooting along with the 
increase of vD2.  
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Fig.4-18  Voltages D2 and C1 when 
vo and io are of opposite polarity 
(3) The sustaining time of i2(iD2) 
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is longer than the sustaining time of i1(iT1).  
(4) There are also no harmful oscillations whether the sustaining diodes are turned- 
on, or turned-off. 
C. Voltage Stress on T1
When vo and io are of 
opposite polarities, the T1 
turn-on and turn-off voltage 
waveforms are shown in 
Fig.4-19.  
It can be seen that: vT1 
stays a longer time at the high 
level than that at the low level, 
and the turn-off voltage 
overshooting on the switching devices has been suppressed significantly 
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Fig.4-19  Voltages T1 and C1 when 
vo and io are of opposite polarity  
4.3  DESIGN  EXAMPLE 
4.3.1  Parameters of snubber components 
A. Diodes D3 and D4 . 
D3 and D4 are the switching diodes as used in ordinary snubbers. Switching diode 
FR157 is selected in the design example.  
B. Capacitor C1. 
Capacitance of C1 is obtained by Eq. (4-3) 
                     
2
L max
1 2 2
1 1(0) ( )C C
L iC
v v
⋅= − T                     (4-3) 
where vC1(0) and vC1(T) are the voltages on C1, before and after its discharge, 
respectively; imax is the maximum current; LL1 = LL1+LL1S; LL1 is the transformer 
leakage inductance; LL1S is the stray inductance of the main circuit. Besides, the 
current falling time of the switching devices, as well as the overall power loss in the 
switching devices and the snubber, should also be taken into consideration in C1 
computation. A general rule vC1(0)/vC1(T) ≈1.1 is suggested. In the design example, 
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LL1S = l1S ≈ l2S ≈ 2μH, LL1 = l1 ≈ l2 ≈ 11μH, vC1(0)≈ 460V, vC1(T) = 420V. Finally, there 
is C1 ≈ 4μF. 
C．Zener Diode D5
(1) D5 is aimed to keep the C1 voltage more than twice the DC voltage: vC1 = vD5 + E0 
>2E0, or vD5 >E0. D3 and D4 could be turned on only at the moment when the main 
switching is turned off, so as to avoid the additional snubber loss caused by the 
doubled voltage in push-pull circuit. vD5 ≈ 1.05E0 ≈ 210 V is selected in the example.  
(2) To speed up the discharge, the dynamic resistance RZ of D5 should be about 10Ω.  
100W210 Zener diodes are used. 
(3) According to Fig.4-13, Fig.4-14, Fig4-17 and Fig.4-18, the discharge time is less 
than 1/2 cycle, or the value of effective current is low. 
D. Inductance LL 
Following things should be considered in the computation of LL.  
(1) The peak value discharge current must be lower than the maximum current limit 
of D5.  
(2) Free from parasitic oscillation. 
(3) The discharge should finish within one cycle, or T=1/fc=100μs. Theoretically, LL 
can be obtained by the circuit equations based on Fig.4-10. But due to the nonlinearity 
of D5, it is difficult to find the analytical solution. Engineering solutions are 
experimentally available. In the design example, LL=5μH. 
4.3.2  Energy analysis in snubber 
A. Discharge circuit analysis 
Fig.4-13, Fig.14, Fig4-17 and Fig.4-18 show that: (1)There is no oscillation in the 
discharge circuit.  (2) The current peak is limited by LL only at the very beginning of 
the discharge. To simplify the computation, the nonlinearity of RZ is ignored, or the 
discharge analysis is taken as a constant RZC circuit. Consequently, the discharge of 
C1 can be shown by Eq.(4-4) 
                   1 0 1 0{ (0) }e Z
t
R C
C Cv E v E
−= + −                    (4-4)
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In Fig.4-4, let vC1(0)= 2.3E0, vC1(T)= 2.1E0,  Equ.(4-5) could be obtained. 
               
0 0
0 0
2.1
e 0
2.3
Z
T
R C E E
E E
− −= =− .85                         (4-5)
 B. Analyses on energy feedback and dissipation 
   Insert Eq. (4-4) and (4-5) into Eq. (4-6), 
              
T T2 21
1 0 0
22 T 21 0
00
d
d [ ] d
d
{ (0) }
      d 0.18Z
C
Z Z
t
R CC
vw R i t R C t
t
v E e t CE
R
−
= = − =
− =
∫ ∫
∫                (4-6) 
there is the energy dissipation of D5 within one cycle T : w1 = 0.18CE02. 
The energy difference between before and after discharge on C1, or the energy 
transferred from the transformer leakage inductance and the stray inductances to 
capacitor C1 is: 
                             (4-7) 
2 2
2 1 10.5 { (0) ( )} 0.44C Cw C v v T C= − =
Energy fed back to DC source is shown by Eq.(4-8) 
2
0E
0                                          (4-8)
2
3 2 1 0.26w w w E= − =
It is obvious that w3/w2=0.59, or 59% of the energy is fed back to DC source. 
C.  More details of the snubber 
 
 
C1
L1
D3 D4 
D5
IGBT IGBT
Bus Sandwich 
N1 N2 
Uge1 Uge2 + −  
Oscilloscopes TDS-3032B and TDS-340A were used in the snubber development, 
with A622 current probe. The IGBT 
SKM100GB-123D was selected as 
switching device. 
Fig.4-20 is the picture of the snubber. 
4.3.3  Comparison 
A. Comparison analysis with 
energy-consuming snubber 
Switching device loss and snubber 
 
Fig.4-20  Picture of the snubber 
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Fig.4-21  Circuit of traditional energy-consuming snubber 
loss are two parts of the energy loss in the energy-consuming snubber. To be 
convenient, only the energy transmitted in the capacitor is taken into consideration. 
Fig.4-21 shows the typical circuit of energy consuming snubber[2]. 
Within time interval t∈(0~10 ms), the discharge circuit of C consists of: (a) C1→R1
→the turned-on T1. (b) C2 →R2→the current sustaining D2. Not only the current 
burden on switching devices, but also the switching loss, is significantly increased. Eq. 
(4-9) shows the energy loss within one cycle. 
                            (4-9) 
2 2
4 T D0.5 (0) 0.5 (0) 4.65w Cv Cv C= + = 20E
vT(0) is the capacitor charge voltage in the snubber as the IGBT is turned off, here 
vT(0) = vC1(0) = 2.3E0.   vD(0) is another capacitor’s charge voltage in the snubber, 
which is caused by the doubled voltage of the push-pull VSL as the IGBT is turned on, 
here vD(0) = 2E0.  The energy consumption ratio between the design example and the 
energy-consuming snubber is: 
 w1/w4 = 0.26CE02/4.645CE02 = 0.06                              (4-10) 
B. Comparison analysis with energy-feedback- to -load snubber. 
In the low loss passive snubber presented by the author, the energy is fed back to 
DC source, the discharge circuit is free from load Z.  As a result, the energy has no 
influence on the output, or better sine output is available.  The output waveform is 
much smoother than Ref.[3] and Ref.[11] .  With 220V AC output, load current 45A, 
and cosα = 0.99, Fig.4-22 shows the output waveform obtained in the design 
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example. 
C. Comparison analysis 
with bridge power inverter  
The turn-off voltage 
overshooting in bridge 
power inverter is mainly 
due to the DC stray 
inductance (usually ×10−9 H 
[9]) and the stray inductance 
caused by the snubber leads. 
In push-pull VSI, despite the stray inductances mentioned above, the effective 
inductance (usually ×10−6H[15]) between the transformer primary and secondary is 
also related to the voltage  overshooting.  Therefore, more power is absorbed and 
fed back in the snubber used in push- pull VSI. 
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Fig.4-22  Output waveform in the desigh example 
D.  Discussion on snubbers used in other push- pull VSIs. 
The VSI in Ref.[12] is used in DC/DC converter push-pull topology. Thus, there is 
no need for such a VSI to consider the quality of output waveform. It is DC/DC 
converter. In Ref. [10], the VSI belongs to the push-pull forward topology and differs 
from the VSI topology presented here. Therefore, no comparison is available. 
4.4  Under Power frequency  
Charging and discharging are the two operations in the passive snubber which is 
aimed at suppressing the turn-off voltage overshooting on the switching devices. Once 
the switching device is turned off, within approximately 200ns, the energy stored in 
leakage inductance and stray inductance becomes electric energy, which is then used 
to charge the capacitor. It brings no additional effects on the magnetization of the 
push-pull transformer．The discharge circuit is completely independent from the main 
circuit，and brings no effects on the magnetization of the push-pull transformer.  
To obtain higher power density，magnetize the transformer within the saturation 
area．There should be low frequency components in the magnetizing current，so as to 
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make the flux fundamental a sine wave．In the modulation that used in Ref.[2-3]，and 
the low loss passive VSI development，the magnetizing current is PWM controlled by 
a closed loop．The transformer input current ii is shown by Eq.(4-1) and Fig.4-16. i3 is 
a rippled sine wave with power frequency as shown in Fig.4-1. Stimulated by ii and 
i3 ， the push-pull power transformer will be magnetized both bilaterally and 
symmetrically within a cycle of power frequency[14]. 
4.5  Summary and Discussion 
(1) As of the same power capacity, the turn-off voltage overshooting in push-pull 
VSI is higher than that in bridge power inverter.  
(2) The low loss passive snubber is also available in PWM push-pull VSI as in 
bridge power inverter. The energy loss in the low loss snubber is only 1/5 of that in 
energy consuming snubber. Besides, better sine output is also available by the low 
loss snubber.  
(3) Due to the voltage clamp on the capacitor, the doubled voltage in push-pull 
circuit will not bring additional loss in the snubber.  The energy is fed back to DC 
source. The discharge circuit is independent from the load. As a result, neither current 
burden increase nor voltage stress increase is added on the switching devices. 
(4) Only Zener diode and current limiting inductor are used in the energy feedback 
circuit. It is no need to introduce transformer which will bring problem like flux 
saturation and diode’s maximum voltage limit in the secondary. 
(5) Replacing regulation tube with transistor to construct the lossless snubber, in 
which the regulation tube is used to control the on and off state of the transistor. The 
author has gained some results, and the relating paper is in preparation. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Control system for PWM Inverters
 
5.1 Introduction 
 Since the author began to study electrical technology in 1968, he has fixed a variety 
of power electronic devices and developed 3×10kVA inverter/instantaneous voltage 
drop compensator of push-pull topology, 87C196MC-based bridge inverter of 1kVA, 
DSP-based bridge inverter of 6kVA and DSP-based high frequency link inverter. They 
all compose the experiment platform in this dissertation. 
5.2 Unit construction 
5.2.1  Power conversion  
A. Major parameters:  Input DC voltage: 350V; system output voltage: 220V; output 
frequency: 50Hz; switching frequency: 10kHz; output capability: 6kVA. 
B. Major devices:  TDS30328 digital oscilloscope by Tektronix of USA and 
GDS-806S digital oscilloscope by Goodwill of Taiwan, China； 
C.  Inverter systems: 
Fig.5-1.  A single-phase inverter system 
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The main circuit of system is made of two IGBT modules. In addition, the 
asymmetric T-type filter is at the output end of the circuit and the load is the nonlinear 
rectifier. The TMS320LF2407A DSP[1-3] chip is used as the pulses to control four 
power devices through the driving module M57959L to produce 4 channels of SPWM 
pulses by assigning the 
appropriate registers and then 
to control the four power 
devices by the signals through 
the driving module M57959L. 
The main circuit employs the 
IGBT of SKM75GB123D 
(1200V,75A).The DSP system 
board IMCD2407 and 
simulator IMCT-510USB by 
Shanghai IMDSP Company 
are used to build the whole 
control system, based on 
which, the physical platform 
of 6kVA inverter system is 
shown in Fig.5-2. 
Fig.5-2.  The test bench 
5.2.2  Output filter[4][5]
The T-type filter is 
described in detail in section 
§2.4.2 and its photo is shown 
in Fig 5-3. 
 
Fig.5-3.  The T-type filter 
5.2.3  DC supply group 
There are six insulated DC supplies of power frequency on the side of AC input:  
(1) Two groups of +15V/-10V for the T1 and T3 driving modules and one group of 
15V/-10V for T2 and T4, its photo is shown in Fig.5-4; 
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(2) One group of 5V for the 
DSP system board; 
(3)One group of 12V/-12 V 
for the sampling system; 
(4)One group of 12V/+6V for 
the other integrated modules. 
5.2.4  Driving unit 
M57959L by MITHUBISHI 
is used to drive and protect 
IGBT while other four 
driving modules are used to 
drive and protect the 
H-bridged power converter. 
The hardware board is seen 
from fig.5-5. Fig.5-6 gives a 
single IGBT circuit for drive 
and protection. 
 
 
Fig.5-4.  DC Supply group 
Fig.5-5.  The Driving unit 
 
Fig.5-6.  IGBT circuit for drive and protection  
The signals enter M57959L from the pins 13 & 14 and the voltage-regulator diodes 
D5 & D6 respectively fix the voltages at 15V,-10V. If the output of the CMOS four 
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NOR gate each with two inputs are high and the pin 13 of the driving module is low, 
M57962L is conducted between the pins 5&4 as a result that the voltage between G& 
E of the IGBT is +15V with the IGBT turning on. If the pin 13 of the driving module 
is high, it is conducted between the pins 5 and 6 as a result that the voltage between G 
& E of the IGBT is -10V with the IGBT turning off. If over current happens to the 
IGBT, the voltage difference between the collector and emitter increases a lot. If the 
grid electrode and the collector of IGBT are both detected high though the pin 1, it 
could be regarded as short circuit. Then the pin 8 turns high to low and the 
optically-coupled diode switches on so that the over current fault signal is transmitted 
to the RS trigger 4043 to make the gate 4001 output low. Consequently, the PWM 
wave input is invalid and the C-E voltage of IGBT is -10V with the IGBT turning off. 
5.2.5  DSP system board[1-3]
TMS320LF2407A is a fixed-point DSP chip based the TMS320C2000TM platform 
of DSP controller. The crystal oscillator frequency of 10 MHz is adopted in the system 
DSP, which can be multiplied to the highest host frequency of 40MHz by setting the 
system control and status register SCSRI. The event manager module is used for the 
digital control of motor. The research is focused on the following aspects with the 
help of the system board. 
(1) Produces the SPWM              
wave with dead time; 
(2) Performs dead-time 
 compensation; 
(3) Realizes closed-loop 
control. 
Fig.5-7 displays the 
relation between the DSP and 
the other system of inverter. During the essential simulation of the DSP system, the 
system board IMCD2407 and simulator IMCT-510USB by Shanghai IMDSP 
Company are used to build the whole control system . 
 
Fig.5-7.  IMCD22407 & IMCT-510USB 
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The level conversion is 
necessarily built between the 
PWM output  of the DSP 
and the driving circuit for 
reasons that:  
(1) The DSP controller is 
supplied at +3.3V while 
the general-purpose 
chips of the driving 
circuit are supplied at +12V, these two different supply systems cause “separate 
ground” problem;  
 
Fig.5-8.  The level conversion and voltage 
lifting circuit 
(2) The voltage produced by the DSP controller is too low, thus it can not be 
directly connected to the driving control panel. 
Fig.5- 8 displays the photo and the principle is omitted since it is very simple. The 
mutual inductor is used for isolation and reducing voltage for the 50Hz AC feedback 
signal of 220V 50A. The operational supply of the DSP is the single polar voltage so a 
DC offset voltage of +1.65V is added to 
the signal acquisition circuit to keep the 
voltage signal within 3.3V and 0V. 
Finally, the signal is fed into the A/D 
port of the DSP for conversion. Fig. 9 
displays the photo and the principle is 
omitted since it is very simple. 
 
Fig.5-9.  CT & PT 
5.3  Control system 
 
Fig.5-10.   H Bridge & Filter 
5.3.1  Open-loop   
H bridge and the filter are 
shown as Fig. 5-10.  As can be 
seen from the above figure: 
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Here vc ,vo and ii are state variables. As a result, the following state equation Eq.(5-5) 
and (5-6), controllable judging matrix Eq.(5-7) and observable judging matrix 
Eq.(5-8), transfer function Eq.(5-9) and system diagram Fig.5-11 are available: 
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                         Fig.5-11   The  system diagram 
According to the design of the asymmetric T-type filter in chapter 2, L1=1.15 mH， 
L2 = 0.1 mH，C = 90 μF, system capacity is 6kVA, the effective value of the load 
output voltage is 220V. Fig.5-12 displays the system (Fig.5-11) zero-pole distribution 
when the pure resistance load varies respectively from 120％,100％, 75％,50％ and  
25％. If the dominant poles are magnified further as fig.5-13, it could be seen that the 
poles of open-loop system will change sharply with the load. 
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Fig.5-12.  Open-loop system zero-pole distribution 
Fig.5-13   Zero-pole enlarged view of open-loop system 
 
The above figure shows that the poles on the left half real axis are the secondary 
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ones of system while the conjugate poles near the imaginary axis are the dominant 
ones of system.  
5.3.2  Closed-loop design[6-11]
On the basis of the block diagram of Fig. 5-11, the load voltage and load current 
feedback circuits are added to the resultant control system shown as Fig. 5-14,  5-15,  
which are corresponding to the transfer function  Eq.(5-10). 
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5.3.3  Design of current loop 
（1） The vo ’s positive and negative feedbacks with slower change are ignored in 
the internal current loop from ii* to ii. 
（2） Chapter 4 has gained: L1=1.15mH, L2=0.1mH, C=90 μF； 
（3） Given the cut-off angular frequency  ωi = 2000 rad/s 
(4) Ki = 2.3 
5.3.4  Regulator design based on the internal model principle[12-17]
A.  The object 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) sCZKLCZsL
ZK
si
sv
sG
i
i
i
c
⋅++== ∗∗ 121            (5-11) 
Because L2 (L2 = 0.1mH) is relatively small, the vC is considered as the system 
output. Therefore, Fig.5-14 could be approximated to Fig.5-15 and the new controlled objective 
is obtained. 
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i
i
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2
1
+
=                                 (5-12) 
If  Z → ∞ , 
Substitutes the known quantity,  the  poles corresponding to the Eq. (5-12) are 
separately: S1 =0，S2 = －2000. 
When the apparent power is 6kVA: ①pure resistance load，R = 8.07 Ω；②
resistor-inductor load，R1 = 6.45 Ω，L1 = 15.4 mH；③resistor-capacitor load， R2 = 6.45 
Ω，C1 = 658 μF.  The respective Bode graph is shown in Fig.5-16, Fig.5-17 and 
Fig.5-19. 
The amplitude-frequency and phase-frequency characteristics under three loading 
conditions are shown in Fig.5-16, Fig.5-17, Fig.5-18. Corresponding zero-pole 
distributions are in Fig.5-19, Fig.5-20, Fig.5-21. 
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             Fig.5-16   Bode diagram of R load 
 
 
  
 
             Fig.5-17   Bode diagram of RL load 
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                    Fig.5-18   Bode diagram of RC load 
 
 
    
           Fig.5-19   Corresponding zero-pole distributions of Fig.5-16 
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Fig.5-20  Corresponding zero-pole distributions of Fig.5-17 
 
 
    
 
             Fig.5-21  Corresponding zero-pole distributions of Fig.5-18 
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From Fig 5-16, Fig 5-17 and Fig5-18, we could know that in the high frequency 
and low frequency range, the characteristic curve of voltage loop controlled object is 
overlapped with the characteristic curve when Z→ ∞. 
In comparison with Fig. 5-19, 5-20, 5-21 and 5-12, 5-13, a dominant pole 
becomes zero, that is, the system pole drift is overcomed remarkably even if the load 
changes after adding the current positive feedback and the voltage positive feedback.  
When designing the voltage regulator, GV(s), the Eq.(5-12) could simply be 
taken as the object.  
 
B. Internal model principle 
Fig 5-22 Gv(s) is the voltage 
regulator to be designed; G(s) is 
the controlled object, that is, the 
controlled object of the voltage 
loop after ii** in Fig. 5-15. 
G(s) Gv(s)
R(s) E(s) Y(s) 
-+  
Fig.5-22.  Feedback system 
Open-loop transfer function of system is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )sD
sNsGsGsG vo =⋅=                         (5-13) 
R(s) is the sine signal defined by the system. Given r(t) = Asin(ωt+φ), its Laplace 
transform is, 
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In terms of the requirement for the system stability, Re(pi) < 0，i = 1，2...m． 
To make the steady-state error equal zero, the item s 2 + ω 2  must be eliminated in 
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the sine input signal and included in N(s) so that together with G(s), the regulator can 
be designed as: 
The characteristic equation of Fig. 5-22 is: 
P(s) = 1+ Gv(s) G(s) 
= s6+(A3+b)s5+(A3b+A2+aB4)s4+(A2b+A1+aB3)s3+ 
+(bA1+aB2)s2+aB1s+aB0                                   (5-18) 
C. Pole assignment 
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The performance of control system mainly depends on the closed-loop pole 
distribution of system on the root plane. 
Corresponding to the equation is: 
If ξ 1 = 0.1； ξ 2 = 0.707； ξ 3 = 0.707； ωn1 = ω/2 = 157 rad/s； ωn2 = ω = 314 
rad/s ； ωn3 = 5ω = 1570 rad/s， the transfer function of the regulator is Eq. (5-20), the 
( )
ssss
sssssGV 7234
86234
10754.8985969.887
10704.210895.32018086.841033.0
×+++
×+×+++=        (5-20) 
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distribution of 
poles is shown 
in Fig.5-23. 
 
 
Fig.5-23   Distribution of six poles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bode diagram is seen from the figure as Fig.5-24. 
Considering the rectifier load of R characteristics, if the power is 6 kVA (100% 
load), R = 8 Ω， the open-loop Bode diagram is seen from the Fig. 5-25. 
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 Fig.5-25. Open-loop Bode diagram of R load 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5-24   Bode diagram of The Regulator 
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Fig 5-26 shows how the system poles varies with the R load. 
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Fig.5-26   The system poles varies with The R load  
D。Stability analysis of discrete system 
The closed-loop transfer function of Fig. 5-22 is 
Where the six poles are 
The Z transfer function corresponding to GC(s) is 
Where T is sampling period assigned 100 μs in this chapter.  After introducing 
the six poles into Eq.(5-22), it is available 
Where K(z) is a function with regard to z. 
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The poles corresponding to the Eq. (5-23) are 
1999993105.099998621.00314.09995.0 222,1 ≤==+=p              
       
p1~ p6 are the poles, which are distributed as Fig. 5-27(a) and Fig. 5-27 (b). 
Their distances to the origin are all less than 1, for example: 
According to the pole distribution diagram, the poles are all located in the unit 
circle which shows the voltage regulator is stable in the discrete system. 
E． Digital processing of the voltage regulator 
  The Eq.(5-20) could be converted to the cascade form（see Fig.5-28）. 
8187.0,9151.0,0000.1,0314.09995.0 654,32,1 ===±= pppip  
         
Fig 5-27(a) Distribution of seven poles       Fig.5-27(b) Enlarged view of poles 
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The formula of bilinear transformation is, where T is the sampling time. 
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Then the discrete equivalent model of 1/s is shown as below. 
Tab. 5.1 is for the quantified values of signals. 
       
Fig 5-28  Cascade block diagram of voltage regulator 
May obtain from Eq.5-20 
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Fig 5-29   Discrete model of 1/s  
The fixed-point DSP chip TMS320LF2407A is used in this paper instead of 
Tab. 5.1  Quantified values of signals 
 Signal Maximum 
Signal amplitude into AD 
(based on 1.65V) Quantified values 
load voltage vo ±311 V 0.65 V ~ 2.65V ΔV=0.37867316V 
Load current io ±39 A     1.05 V ~ 2.25 V Δi=0.05591398A 
Input current ii ±47.4 A     0.56 V ~ 2.74 V Δi=0.05591398A 
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floating-point DSP. Accordingly, the floating-point data are not allowed in the data 
processing. During computation of the real with decimal, the data must be normalized 
in Q format. 
If a 16-bit number is normalized in QK format, the common expression is: 
Z = －b15-K ×215 - K + b14-K ×214 - K +…+b0 +b -1×2 -1 + b -2 ×2-2+…+ b-K×2 - K
Where, K includes the bit number of the decimal. 
In fact, the QK format is to enlarge a number by 2K times and then cut off the 
residual decimal resulting in the substituted whole-integer numbers. The number can 
be then used in the fixed-point computation at a certain precision. 
 Parameters of regulator in the Eq. (5-20) are transformed to the appropriate Q 
formats. 
A1 = 8.754×107 = (A6F8)16 ×212      
A2 = 98596 = (6049)16 ×22
A3 = 887.9 = (1BBF)16×2-3
BB4 = 0.1033× i
V
Δ
Δ = 0.69958496 = (1663)16×2-13
BB3 = 84.86× i
V
Δ
Δ = 574.70787018 = (11F5)16×2-3
BB2 = 20180× i
V
Δ
Δ = 136667.5091 = (10AE)16×25
BB1 = 3.985×10 ×6 i
V
Δ
Δ = 26378590.082 = (1928)16×212
BB0 = 2.704×10 ×8 i
V
Δ
Δ = 1831263352.5264 = (1B49)16×218
   May obtain from Fig.5-28 
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5.3.5  Computation of SPWM 
Mathematical model is needed for the real-time computation of the SPWM signals 
which are sampled by the asymmetric rule sampling method. As a general section, the 
detailed analysis is omitted here. 
5.3.6  Dead-time compensation [11][15][18]
A．Compensation based on current feedback 
Based on the current feedback compensation principle, the solution combining 
hardware with software programming is adopted according to the control chip 
TMS320LF2407 , which is schematically demonstrated in Fig. 5-30. 
The general-use timer TX of TMS320LF2407 produces the triangular wave of a 
 
Fig 5-30  Current feedback compensation circuit 
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certain period which is followed by a leap of the output level of PWM at the relevant 
time by setting of the compare register CMPRx of the compare unit. The resultant 
waves based on the compensation principle are displayed in Fig. 5-31. 
 
 
 
Fig 5-31  Current feedback compensation circuit 
In the Fig.31, “w” denotes the ideal PWM waveform of the T1;  “wd” denotes the 
PWM waveform of the switching wave of the T1 with dead time;  “Ua” denotes the 
PWM wave of point A;  “wd´” denotes the post-compensation PWM waveform with 
dead time;   “Ua´” denotes the post- compensation PWM waveform of point A.  
After compensation, the PWM waveform of point A should be identical with the ideal 
PWM wave without dead time. 
In terms of the current polarity, the value of the compare register CMPRx (x=1, 2) 
of the DSP controller can be corrected by software.  If the output current i of inverter 
is positive, the duty ratio of the output PWM wave of inverter after compensation is 
higher than that before compensation, so only the front edge of PWM wave needs 
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correction.  Otherwise, if the output current i of inverter is negative, the duty ratio of 
the output PWM wave of inverter after compensation is lower than that before 
compensation, so only the back edge of PWM wave needs correction.  With the help 
of the timer of TMS320LF2407A, the periodical interrupt is permitted to correct the 
back edge of PWM wave and also the underflow interrupt is permitted to correct the 
front edge.   The software compensation for the dead-time effect is thus realized.  
The method is very easy to perfectly overcome the control delay on the condition of 
the current polarity is accurately detected . For the purpose, comparatively improving 
the conversion precision of A/D module and adding filter circuit are useful to make up 
for the influence from the detection level of current. 
B． Software realization 
Fig. 5-32 displays the compensation flow diagram. 
Figure 5-32   The compensation flow diagram. 
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5.4  Experiment 
The images for the experiment are recorded as Fig. 5-33. 
 
Fig 5-33  The spot images for the experiment 
On condition that the load is pure resistance of 6 kW, the modulation ratio M is 0.92 
 and the dead time is 5 μs, the output voltage wave is displayed as figure 5-34. 
Fig 5-34  Current and voltage waveform  
under closed loop and rectifier load conditions 
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5.5  Summary 
(1) The single-polar multiple-frequency SPWM wave is employed to control the 
power switches and a prototype of CVCF inverter of 6kVA is built. The inversion 
principle, control wave and operation state are further analyzed and explored. 
(2) To improve the system adaptability to the nonlinear loads, the output filter of 
inverter is elaborately designed taking the current load and voltage stress into 
consideration. The experiment proves the validity and utility of the method. 
(3) The necessity of setting the dead time and the resultant side effect are analyzed. 
Also the dead-time compensation methods are designed according to the current 
feedback compensation principles. The simulation of dead time and dead-time 
compensation are finished by the MATLAB software, which proves the validity and 
utility of the method. 
(4) Aiming at preventing the system pole drifting with the changing load, the 
system is built based on the positive and negative feedback principle. It is proved that 
the current positive feedback and voltage positive feedback are effective to suppress 
the pole drift. 
(5) To make the system track the given AC value tightly, an internal model control 
strategy is used in the research. For the sake of the system stability, the internal model 
regulator is designed and compared with the traditional PI regulator. After analysis 
and simulation, it proves that if a sudden change happens to the load, the former 
responds quickly and the system output stays nearly unchanged while the latter can 
not track the given value with phase offset and the system output changes with the 
load.  
(6) On newly proposed coefficient addition dead time compensation type modified 
repetitive control, the following were shown: The composition, stability condition, 
control characteristics, etc. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Development of the instantaneous 
voltage drop compensator 
 
6.1 Introduction 
  The instantaneous voltage drop is caused by the lightning stroke or the 
short-circuit fault, which is almost unavoidable resulting in great harm to the 
reliability of the devices such as computers and modern speed control system. Since 
the 1980s the instantaneous voltage drop has brought greater and greater economic 
loss with the computer and power electronic technology widely in general use. 
Aiming at the problem, we are devoted to the research and have successfully 
developed the single-phase 1kVA and the three-phase 30kVA instantaneous voltage 
drop compensators. They feature low price, small size and small weight by virtue of 
the instantaneous compensation of the compensators, compared to the UPS. 
6.2  Instantaneous voltage drop 
§ 6-2-1  Instantaneous voltage drop and unplanned power failure 
As an unavoidable power quality problem, the instantaneous voltage drop is widely 
spread even in the developed countries; but the unplanned power failure is not 
frequent any longer on account of the technical advancement and development of the 
power industry. The yearly advent ratio of the two problems is difficult to define 
except that the former is usually far more frequent than the latter. 
6.2.2  Probability distribution of amplitude of the instantaneous 
voltage drop and the duration 
Figure 6-1 displays the probability distribution of a place where 195 instantaneous 
voltage drops and sudden power failures are recorded within 7 years. The figure 
shows that the instantaneous voltage drop appears far more frequently than the sudden 
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failure and that the amplitudes 
of the instantaneous voltage 
drops more than 80% is lower 
than 60% with a duration not 
more than 0.35 second, which 
is basically consistent with that 
in the Ref.[1-5]. 
Fig.6-1 displays the probabi- 
lity distribution of a place 
where 195 instantaneous 
voltage drops and sudden 
power failures are recorded 
within 7 years. The figure shows that the instantaneous voltage drop appears far more 
frequently than the sudden failure and more than 80% instantaneous voltage drops is 
lower than 60% with a duration not more than 0.35 second, which is basically 
consistent with that in the Ref.[1-5]. 
 
  
     Fig 6-1  Probability distribution of the  
         Instantaneous  voltage drop  
6.2.3  Harmfulness of the instantaneous voltage drop 
Fig.6-2 demonstrates how the instantaneous voltage drop affects the modern 
electrical devices[1]. 
 
Fig 6-2 Bearing ability of frequent-use devices to  
the instantaneous voltage drop 
The instantaneous voltage drop will influence the operation of device and do 
damage to it if unbearable. 
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6.3  A compensation method and device for the 
instantaneous voltage drop 
6.3.1  Working principle 
The principle diagram is given in Fig. 6-3. As it can be seen, the logical control 
circuit locks the inversion pulse while switching on the solid state relay (SSR) if the 
system voltage is normal. Therefore, the loads are directly supplied through the SSR; 
on the other hand the energy-storage capacitors are charged through the commutation 
circuit. So the load supply Vo is completely taken from the power supply Vi. In 
addition it is considered that the Vo equals Vi since the forward voltage drop of the 
SSR is far smaller than the source voltage. If the instantaneous voltage drop happens, 
the logical control circuit breaks the SSR and makes the inverter into work after a 
delay of 10 seconds to convert the DC voltage of the energy-storage capacitors to the 
AC voltage used as the compensation voltage VT superposed with the residual voltage 
of power supply, that is, Vo = Vi + VT = Vconst (rated supply voltage). Here, the 
amplitude and duration of the compensation voltage are the same as that of the system 
voltage drop. To make the equation available, Vo = Vi + VT = Vconst, it is ensured that 
the compensation voltage UT is of the same frequency and phase as the supply voltage 
and VT = Vconst－Vi. 
 
Fig 6-3  Principle diagram for compensation 
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6.3.2   Major circuits 
A.  Control circuit 
As can be shown from Fig. 6-4, the control circuit consists of damping synchronous 
circuit, standard sine wave generator and compensation comparator. The 50Hz 
standard sine wave generator is composed of the operational amplifiers N1 and N2 and 
the ambient components, of which RP1 is used to adjust the amplitude of the sine 
wave to the rated supply voltage. R1, R2, C1 and C2 make the damping synchronous 
circuit Supplied by Vi, which ensures that the standard sine wave and the power 
supply are strictly synchronous and in phase. 
The compensation comparator is composed of the operational amplifiers N3 and N4 
and the ambient circuits, by which the difference between the standard sine wave 
voltage and the actual voltage of power supply is served as the control signal V2 to 
adjust the amplitude of the compensation voltage VT. 
 
Fig 6.4   Command circuit 
B. Differential amplifier 
To stabilize the output voltage and prevent the switching over current, the circuit 
shown as Fig.6-5 is adopted. 
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                  Fig 6.5  Differential amplifier 
 
(1)The operational amplifiers N5 and N6 and the surrounding components build the 
AC differential amplifier to fix the output voltage of inverter without variety 
with loads. The co-phase input serves as the control signal V2 and the inverse 
input serves as the voltage feedback Vf of inverter, both of which produce the 
quasi-sine wave output V3 [2]. 
(2) If the instantaneous voltage happens, the du/dt is very large so that the output of 
N5 is saturated and a square wave of 12V is created beyond the modulation range 
2 to 10V of the triangle wave, which tends to over current. The amplifiers N7 and 
N8 and the surrounding components form into the clipping circuit to limit the 
maximum output voltage of the AC differential amplifiers to the specified range 
never deviating from the triangle wave’s modulation. 
C. Voltage detection and logical control circuit 
  (1) To correctly detect the power supply for the sake of timely compensation 
control, the voltage detection and logical control circuit is designed as Fig. 6-6. 
Here the N9 and N10 form a double-limit comparator to detect the instantaneous 
voltage level; the N12, VT1 and VT2 and the ambient components make the 
switching circuit with switching hysteretic effect, which outputs the signals 0 or 
1 to logically control the SSR and IGBT [3]
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Fig 6.6  Voltage detection and logical control circuit 
 
(2) As can be shown from Fig. 6-2,   some 
 
Fig 6.7  Switching voltage  
characteristics 
  
 electrical devices can be affected if the    
supply voltage is lower than 85% of the 
rated voltage. So the compensation 
switching voltage is set at 190V (higher 
than 85%220). The backward switching 
voltage is set at 200V to avoid the small 
fluctuation of power supply and the 
mis-action from the high-frequency 
interference. Fig. 6-7 shows the 
switching voltage characteristics. 
D. Pulse generating circuit  
The N13, N14 and the surrounding 
components build the pulse generating 
circuit shown as Fig. 6-8. The quasi-sine 
wave signal V3 from the differential 
amplifier is fed in the common port while 
 
 
Fig 6.8 pulse generating circuit  
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the triangle waves at different levels enter respectively the inverse port N13 and the 
co-phase port N14 for comparative modulation with N14, resulting in two ways of 
pulses U4-1 and U4-2 to the IGBT driving module. 
E.  Main circuit of PWM inverter 
The voltages are superposed according to the compensation method, that is, the 
load voltage is created by adding the inversion compensation voltage to the supply 
voltage. The transformer is used for the voltage superposition with the DC current 
isolated. The superposition transformer should be well used to reduce the power 
electronic components. Therefore, the push-pull main circuit is adopted for the PWM 
inverter shown as Fig. 6-9. C0 and 
the leakage inductance of the 
transformer form the filter circuit, 
where the secondary coil L4 that 
has the same turns as the 
compensation voltage coil L3 is 
responsible for detection of the 
feedback signal. The circuit 
employs the DC voltage of 340V, 
the IGBT of 1200V and 100A and 
the driving module of Mitsubishi M57962L. Please refer to the Ref. [3],[4],[5] for the 
driving, over-current protection and snubber circuits of the high power IGBT. 
 
 
Fig 6-9  Main circuit of the inverter 
6.3.3  Cooperation of the SSR 
The SSR is used as the switch to improve the response speed, which turns on 
immediately and turns off at zero voltage, that is, which turns off after a delay of x ms 
(x is between 0 and 10) from the turn-off signal. The working inverter evidently 
behaves as the short circuit if the SSR stays on when the instantaneous voltage drop 
appears. For that, a delay of 10 seconds is needed after the instantaneous voltage drop 
before starting the inverter. It can be seen from Fig. 6-2 that the duration of the 
instantaneous voltage drop not more than half a period of power frequency does not 
damage the loads. 
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6.3.4  Capacity calculation of energy-storage components 
Considering the fact that more than 80% voltage drops are lower than 60% with the 
duration less than 0.35 second, 60% and 0.35 second are specified as the upper limits 
of compensation. Therefore, during the instantaneous voltage drop the owing energy 
of loads E =60% * 0.35P. Accordingly E = 0.6×0.35×10000 =2100(J) if P=10kVA. 
The electrolytic capacitor is enough for storage of such energy instead of the 
accumulator in light of the performance-cost ratio. Specifying 200V as the lower limit 
of the DC operating voltage of inverter and 340V as the upper limit, the capacitance is 
derived from the following equation. 
 
Six capacitors of 10000uF 450V are used in parallel to meet the above 
requirements. The uncharged capacitors are charged for about one minute. The battery 
can be also used as energy-storage component forming the serial UPS. 
To maintain the DC operating voltage of the control and driving circuits when the 
instantaneous voltage drop appears, the capacitor of 10000uF 100V is paralleled with 
the commutation output for energy storage. 
6.4   Technical specifications 
Taking three-phase 30kVA as example: 
(1) Major parameters: power: 30kVA; frequency: 50Hz; voltage: 380V; phase 
number: three; wave: sine; modulation frequency: 8 kHz. Compensation time: 
more than 2 seconds if the voltage drop amplitude is 10%; similarly 0.35 second, 
60%; 0.09 second, 100%. 
(2) Experimental wave (phase voltage): Fig. 6-10 and 6-11 display the experimental 
waves acquired from the ray oscilloscope. 
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 Power: 30kVA; instantaneous voltage of supply: 132V 
          
Fig 6-10 Resistance load 
 
 
  
Power: 30kVA; power factor: 0.87; instantaneous voltage of supply: 132V 
 
Fig 6-11 Resistance-inductance load 
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6.5  Summary 
The instantaneous voltage compensator is used to eliminate the harm which the 
instantaneous voltage drop brings and stabilize the load voltage economically and 
effectively. 
The previous research in this chapter comes to the conclusions:  
(1) In the process of high power instantaneous compensation, the energy storage 
capacitors replace the DC source in the inverter to reduce the cost and size and 
elongate the service life; 
(2) Employ the advantages of push-pull topology in a 340V DC and 30 kW  system. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusion 
 
Inversion technology not only takes the advantage of transforming electricity to 
other forms of energy, but also increases the power density of devices, decreases the 
energy loss and improves the electromagnetic environment. Due to the popularity of 
the general-purpose inverter, now the theoretic research on the inverter is gradually 
going into depth. Moreover, the researchers have constant interests in improving the 
performance-cost ratio of inverters and shortening the developing period of the 
special inverters. At present, the following problems are in focus: how to judge the 
stability trend of numerical solutions of multi-variable high order equations intuitively 
and obtain the optimal solution in the sense of practice; how to establish the model 
and determine the equivalent parameters since parameters’ attributes, such as space 
distribution and multi-valued nonlinearity, of electromagnetic component are more 
obvious in a state of high frequency switching; how to improve the switching 
environment of power electronic devices in a push-pull topology.  
This dissertation is sponsored by National Natural Science Foundation of China 
(No.50467003), Natural Science Foundation of Jiangxi Province (No.0050036) and 
Foundation of Measurement and Control Technology Center of Jiangxi Province 
(No.200328009). The main research focus is on the design method of PWM inverter. 
The following are the major work and achievements of this dissertation. 
Develop the unit structure based PWM inverter independently: IGBT are used in 
power converter unit; DSP is the core element in control unit; structure parameters in 
filter unit are easy to regulate; direct voltage in direct voltage unit and driving unit 
could be regulated continuously.  
The first innovation point of the dissertation: based on the 4-D visualization 
technology, it proposes the multi-objective optimization design method. 
To meet the problems in multi-objective optimization such as limited searching 
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scope, complicated computation, a 4-D visual method is developed. Color is 
introduced explicitly into conventional 3-D coordinate system to show the 4th 
dimension. Three conventional  axes stand for the variables, with colored points for 
the values of objective function. The colored slices are at first made into transparent. 
Lines of the same color are then integrated into isographs to show the 4-D visual 
effects. Constrained optimization is conducted based on the intersections. The 
common applied software package could offer platform for this method. An optimum 
design example is presented to show the method in detail. The optimization is to 
enhance the power factor stability of unsymmetrical passive T-filter used in DC-AC 
voltage inverter. Isographs of objective function distribution can be seen directly in 
the enlarged optimization scope. As a result, the ultimate optimum solution could be 
the one with large stable region. It points out that sensitivities of objective function to 
the variables, as well as to the constraints, play an important role in the optimization. 
Mathematical justification, detailed design rules, together with experimental results 
for quantitative comparison, is also presented. 
The second innovation point of the dissertation: points out the leakage 
inductance of the multi-winding electronic transformer is of relativity; presents a 
novel method with respect of the energy flow direction to calculate the leakage 
inductance. 
The electronic transformer model is a multi-parameter system. The parameters 
vary along with the changes of V, dV/dt,  i, di/dt,  Φ and dΦ/dt.  However, 
conventional methods are in essence single-parameter direct measurement. Detailed 
analysis on magnetic flux  of  push-pull transformers is presented with turn-on and  
turn-off status of power switching devices  considered. The specific methods 
associated with the direction of the power flow to determine leakage  inductances  
are proposed in this paper:  the mutual leakage inductance  between  primary 
windings and secondary windings should be calculated through step response under 
rated voltage and full-load condition; while the mutual leakage inductance of two 
primary windings should be calculated  through  spike voltage when switching the 
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maximum current. Validity of these methods is proved  by the satisfied outcomes of 
the snubber circuit and the low-pass filter designed by the above results respectively. 
The third innovation point of the dissertation: proposes a turn-off snubber fit for 
the push-pull voltage source inverter. 
A low loss passive snubber is developed for the PWM push-pull Voltage Source 
Inverter (VSI). In order to avoid the superposition of the high frequency discharge 
energy on the output voltage, an independent discharge circuit is introduced to feed 
back most of the energy in the capacitor to DC source. Due to the voltage clamp on 
the capacitor, there is, for the doubled voltage of the push-pull circuit, will not bring 
additional loss in the snubber. Details of design and a 200V DC input, 30kW VSI 
application example are also presented. Experimental results show that the circuit 
topology is a good choice in low loss snubber design. 
 
Other researches the author has completed include: 
Harmonic in the output voltage of three-level PWM with dead zone compensation 
is used to design the low-pass filter.  (1)Amplitude of the fundamental wave has been 
corrected. The harmonic component added by the dead zone has been suppressed.  
(2)Harmonic distribution is in accordance with the ideal situation without dead zone. 
(3)The phase of the fundamental wave is not changed while the phase of other 
harmonics are lagged compared with no dead zone situation. (4)Non low harmonics 
close to 50Hz from 50Hz to 20 kHz in the output voltage, which is the foundation for 
low-pass filter design. 
The frequency spectrum of output voltage of the inverter bridge after dead zone 
compensation is in accordance with that of no dead zone ideal situation. The phase of 
fundamental wave is unchanged while the phase of harmonic wave is lagged 
2/ctm ωΔ  compared with that of no dead zone ideal situation. If the dead zone 
compensation is not complete, then there will be low frequency components with its 
frequency three times the modulation wave in the output voltage of the inverter bridge. 
If the dead zone compensation is complete, there will be high frequency components 
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with its frequency two times the carrier wave. 
Compared with Г-network (LC) filter, T-network (LCL) filter has advantages in 
low output current ripple and reduced circular current in parallel inverters. The 
reduced circular current is realized by regulating the equivalent impedance. However, 
the disadvantage is the difficulty in designing the control system. Since L2 is much 
smaller than L1, replacing the output voltage Vo with voltage on the capacitor C could 
simplify the design work. 
 
 Researches the author is going to do include: 
Replacing regulation tube with transistor to construct the lossless snubber, in 
which the regulation tube is used to control the on and off state of the triode. The 
author has gained some results, and the relating paper is in preparation. 
A few microseconds dead-time must be inserted into the switching signals of 
SPWM invertors to prevent the short circuit. This can cause the dead-time effect of 
the output voltage distortion. The influence of dead-time on output voltage in 
single-phase SPWM invertors is analyzed in detail. A novel dead-time compensation 
strategy, which can provide excellent invertors output voltage distortion correction 
based on repetitive control, is also proposed.  The relating paper is in preparation. 
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